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E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y
In April o f 2010, the Alaska Department o f Environmental Conservation (ADEC) opened a 
compliance case against the U.S. Army Garrison Fort Greely, Alaska (FGA), for then repeated 
failure to comply with a permit condition requiring the collection of one year of Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration (PSD)-quality data 011 ambient levels of particulate matter less than 10 
microns in effective aerodynamic diameter (PM 10). During the monitoring period of 2012-2013, 
background levels o f PM 10 were more than 80% the Alaska Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(AAAQS) for a total of seven days in the winter of 2012-2013. On March 17, 2014, ADEC 
requested that FGA provide substantive documentation that PM 10 exceedances obseived during 
the monitoring period were o f natural provenance and not from anthropogenic sources.
I11 response to this request, the author used Geographic Information System (GIS) technology to 
analyze basic meteorological data and outputs from the USD A Wind Erosion Equation (WEQ) to 
generate a simple back-trajectory model for determining the sources and relative contributions to 
PM 10 experienced at a given receptor. Using this model, the author was able to show that the 
vast majority of PM 10 at Fort Greely was natural rather than anthropogenic in nature. The ADEC 
Division of Air Quality determined that results of this study constituted substantive 
documentation that PM 10 exceedances observed during the monitoring period were of natural 
provenance and not from anthropogenic sources, and issued a compliance case closure letter on 
June 20, 2014.
I11 addition to the direct results of the study, the project also serves to demonstrate a low- 
complexity model that can be used to assess the relative contribution of anthropogenic and 
natural sources of PM 10 at a given receptor. Additionally, it can be used in complex situations as 
a screening tool to focus data collection efforts on significant sources o f PM 10 and facilitate the 
prioritization o f PM 10 sources for more precise quantitative dispersion or receptor models when 
precise quantitative data are required.
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USING THE USDA WIND EROSION EQUATION FOR COMPARATIVE MODELING OF 
NATURAL AND ANTHROPOGENIC SOURCES OF PARTICULATES MEASURED AT 
THE FORT GREELY PMio MONITORING STATION, ALASKA
A CASE STUDY
1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Beginning in November of 2004, U.S. Army Garrison Fort Greely, Alaska (FGA) had an 
obligation under its State of Alaska Air Quality Operating Permit to obtain 12 consecutive 
months o f background data on ambient levels o f particulate matter less than 10 microns in 
effective aerodynamic diameter (PMio). This data was required to be of sufficient quality to 
meet the criteria identified in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Ambient Monitoring 
Guidelines fo r  Prevention o f  Significant Deterioration (EPA, 1987). For a variety o f reasons 
FGA proved unable to meet the EPA Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) data quality 
standards. Thus the monitoring requirement was carried forward into subsequent permits, most 
recently as Permit Condition #8 of Air Permit Number AQ0238TVP02, issued to Fort Greely on 
29 October 2008 (ADEC, 2008).
In April o f 2010, the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) opened a 
compliance case against FGA for their repeated failure to comply with the permit condition.
FGA made another attempt to at monitoring from May 2010 -  April 2011, but was again 
unsuccessful at meeting PSD quality criteria. From August 1, 2012, to July 31, 2013, FGA 
conducted a new PMio monitoring effort using a BAM-1020 particulate monitor (MetOne 
Instruments®, Grants Pass, OR, USA), and submitted the annual monitoring report (BKSS, 2013) 
to ADEC on November 20, 2013.
While the 2013 annual monitoring report met the PSD data quality criteria, background levels of 
PMio were more than 80% the Alaska Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAAQS) for a total of 
seven days in the winter o f 2012-2013. The report documented that these exceedances were
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caused by dust generated during periods of high winds from southeast or east-southeast, however 
it did not sufficiently address the provenance o f the PMio experienced at the FGA monitoring 
station. On March 17, 2014, ADEC requested that FGA provide substantive documentation that 
PMio exceedances observed during the monitoring period were of natural provenance and not 
from anthropogenic sources. In response to this request, the author was asked by FGA to 
conduct a reconnaissance-level analysis o f potential sources o f PMio for the exceedance events.
1.2 Correlation between Wind, Dust, and PMio
High winds and associated wind-blown dust have 
been identified as a source of PMio (Hagen et al.,
1996). PMio generation due to wind erosion is both 
from PMio-sized particles that are part o f the initial 
soil composition (Sharratt et al., 2007) as well as 
through the breakage of mobile soil aggregates during 
erosion (Hagen, 2004). The extent o f wind erosion, 
and the resulting PMio load, depends on a number o f factors, including multiple soil factors 
(Fryrear et al., 1998) and consideration of both average wind speed and gusting wind speeds 
during the wind event (Countess et al., 2001). Wind-blown dust has been shown to contribute to 
non-compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for PMio in the 
Pacific Northwest (Sharratt et al., 2007; Feng and Sharratt, 2007).
The Fort Greely and Delta Junction Area is known for 
its high winds. These ‘katabatic’ winds have their 
origins in the glacier valleys of the Alaska Range, and 
commonly have gusting velocities of greater than 100 
miles per hour (mph). These winds pick-up fine­
grained sediments from the floodplains o f glacial-fed 
streams and deposit them as fine-grained loess material 
(NRCS, 2004).Wind-Blown Dust on Tanana River Floodplain
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The braided rivers and streams common in Alaska have outwash plains that are laden with 
glacial flour and are exposed during periods of low water. The saltation of sand-size particles 
during high wind events ejects silt- and clay-sized particles that are carried into the air by 
turbulence (Bettis, 2012). Glacier-fed braided rivers and streams in Alaska can generate this dust 
year-round, even under frozen conditions, resulting in the deposition of sand and silt particles as 
much as several hundred yards from the floodplain, perceptible deposition as much as two miles 
from the floodplain, and dust visible to the naked eye several miles from the source (Trainer, 
1961). It has been frequently documented that high winds in the Delta Junction area result in 
large amounts o f dust being generated off o f the floodplains of braided rivers (Bettis, 2012;
Clark, 2005; NRCS, 2004; Muhs et al., 2003; Pewe, 1975, and others). Although the author 
could not identify recent data regarding the rate o f active loess deposition in the Delta River area 
(which includes Fort Greely), historical rates o f deposition have been estimated to be over 1,500 
grams/nr/year, or approximately 6.6 tons/acre/year (Muhs et al., 2003).
1.3 Determining the Source of PMio
There are a variety of models available for determining the source of PMio experienced in a 
given location (Viana et al., 2008). Generally speaking, these models fall into two primary 
categories: Dispersion models and receptor models (Cooper and Watson, 1980; Gordon, 1980). 
The dispersion model approach looks at the transport pattern o f PMio from individual sources. 
While this modeling approach is good for identifying potential receptors of PMio from a given 
source, it is unwieldly for assessing all of the potential sources of PMio experienced at a given 
receptor (Cooper and Watson, 1980), as you would have to individually model all potential 
sources for the receptor in order to determine whether and to what extent the source contributes 
to PMio levels at the receptor.
Receptor models are commonly used to identify sources of PMio experienced at a given location 
(Countess et al., 2001). Common receptor models include back-trajectory analysis (Viana et al., 
2008) and wind direction analysis (Henry et al., 2002). Back-trajectory and wind direction 
analysis was successfully used in a major air pollution modeling effort for the Grand Canyon 
National Park (Ashbaugh, 1983).
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There are a variety of tools and techniques available to provide data for these models (Cooper 
and Watson, 1980). These include comparative microscopic or chemical analysis o f PMio at the 
receptor and multiple sources, enrichment studies, as well as multivariate statistical techniques 
and spatial modeling (Cooper and Watson, 1980; Gordon, 1980). One of the most detailed 
techniques for receptor modeling is the chemical mass balance approach (Almeida et al., 2006). 
This approach relies on an estimation of critical chemical elements and comparison between 
sources and receptor. However there is a persistent difficulty in achieving mass balance in these 
studies, with many studies showing unable to account for as much as 30-50% of PMio mass 
(Vautard et al., 2005). In addition, the chemical mass balance approach is resource and data 
intensive: “The use of the mass balance approach in the identification o f sources and in the 
estimation of their contribution is too time consuming and expensive to be applicable in a routine 
basis (Almeida et al., 2006).” Because o f this, chemical mass balance studies tend to be 
conducted only when precise quantitative data are required.
Recently, geographic information system (GIS) technology has been incorporated into back 
trajectory and wind direction analysis. GIS technology has also been used to estimate wind 
erosion contributions to PMio exceedances in the Pacific Northwest (Gao et al., 2013), as well to 
create a ‘hazard map’ for PMio emissions from agricultural lands in the Columbia River Plateau 
(Saxton et al., 2000). Various methods have been used in these models for determining the rates 
of erosion from developed lands, however most are variations o f the Wind Erosion Equation 
(WEQ), developed by the U.S. Department o f Agriculture (USDA)’s Agriculture Research 
Seivice (Fryrear et al., 1998). WEQ has been shown to be a reliable model for long term 
predictions of wind erosion (Buschiazzo & Zobeck, 2008).
1.4 Project Approach
The author conducted a back trajectory receptor model to determine sources and their relative 
contribution to PMio experienced at the Fort Greely BAM-1020 PMio Monitoring Station during 
AAAQS exceedance events in December 2012 and January and March 2013 (Appendix A, Map 
1). Using meteorological data gathered at the FGA Allen Army Air Field (PABI) during the 
exceedance events, the author used GIS to identify potential anthropogenic and natural dust
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sources within a 5-mile windshed for the FGA BAM-1020 PMio Monitoring Station (Appendix 
A, Map 1). The total acreage of potential natural and anthropogenic PMio sources within the 
windshed were identified. A subset of both anthropogenic and natural sources (Appendix A,
Map 2) were modeled for wind erosion, and data on potential emission units in structures on the 
Donnelly Training Area was gathered from the Fort Wainwright, Alaska (FWA) Environmental 
Division.
Wind erosion was modeled using the Wind Erosion Equation (WEQ) developed by the U.S. 
Department o f Agriculture, Agricultural Research Seivice (Fryrear et al. 1998), and updated in 
2005. The WEQ was run using the official USDA Natural Resources Conservation Seivice wind 
erosion parameters for Delta Junction, Alaska. The levels of potential PMio from all sources 
were then calculated using a conservative ratio o f total suspended particulates (TSP) to PMio 
reported in an extensive study conducted by Environment Canada (2000). While useful for 
comparative purposes, the assumptions and limitation within the WEQ substantially increase the 
percentage of PMio attributable to anthropogenic sources, as will be discussed in Chapter 5.
This report details the review and analysis of meteorological data to characterize local winds 
(Chapter 2), the characterization o f the ‘windshed’ using of geographic information system (GIS) 
technology (Chapter 3), modeling of both natural and anthropogenic sources within the windshed 
using the Wind Erosion Equation (WEQ) model (Chapters 4 and 5). The results of the study are 
presenting in Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 discusses the implications of the FGA case study, both for 
future PMio modeling efforts and for other communities experiencing PMio exceedances in 
Interior Alaska.
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2. Wind Characterization
Meteorological data for Fort Greely is collected at least hourly by the U.S. Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) at Allen Army Airfield 
(PABI). The PABI ASOS is located approximately 3,000 meters to the northwest of the PMio 
monitoring station at 63.99° North latitude, 145.72° West longitude, at an elevation of 
approximately 398 meters above sea level. Table 1 shows multi-year aggregate average daily 
wind speed data gathered at the Allen Army Airfield weather station (PABI) between 2005 and 
2014 (RP5, 2014). The table includes mean average daily and maximum average daily values 
for base wind speed (WSb) and gusting wind speed (WSg) for the 10-year period as well as 
multi-year aggregate data for the months o f the year in which PMio exceedances occurred.
Table 1: Allen Army Air Field (AAAF) Average Daily Wind Speeds, 2005-2014
Average 
Daily Wind 
Speed
All Months December January March
m/s inph m/s mph m/s mph m/s mph
w sb Mean 4 9 5 11 5 11 4 9
Max 27 60 19 43 27 60 17 38
Max Dates 1/22/2014 12/4/2011 1/22/2014 3/18/2006
w sg Mean 23 52 26 58 25 55 25 55
Max 56 125 56 125 54 121 49 110
Max Dates 4/22/2005
12/4/2007
12/4/2007 1/2/2011 3/8/2008
NOTES:
WSb: Wind Speed (base)
WSg: Wind Speed (gusting)
m/s: meters per second, rounded to nearest whole number 
mph: miles per hour, rounded to nearest whole number
The wind blows approximately 80% of the year at Fort Greely (Table 2). The year-round 
average daily base wind speed at Fort Greely is 9 miles per hour (mph), with the maximum daily 
average base wind speed o f 60 mph occurring on January 22, 2014. The year-round average 
daily gusting wind speed is 52 mph, with the maximum daily average gusting wind speed of 125 
mph being recorded on April 22, 2005, and December 4, 2007. Winds come out of the east- 
southeast or southeast approximately 26% of the time.
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Table 2: Wind Direction Data1 for Allen Army Air Field (AAAF), 2005-2014
Z N
N
E
N
E
E
N
E
w ES
E
<Z1 SS
E
m SS
W
SW w
sw
£ W
N
W
N
W
N
N
W
C
al
m
Annual 0.7 0.6 l.l 1.6 4.9 19.6 6.8 1.8 4.6 4.9 8.2 6.5 65 8.0 3.1 1.6 19.7
December" 0.0 0.1 0.5 1.2 4.7 37.7 10.7 1.1 2.3 2.9 4.5 2.7 2.9 4.1 0.8 0.4 23.6
January2 0.3 0.0 0.2 1.0 5.8 34.0 9.8 1.0 2.7 1.7 3.5 3.7 4.8 5.1 1.1 0.3 25.0
March2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.7 5.5 26.8 7.5 1.0 3.9 2.8 6.7 5.0 8.1 8.8 3.0 1.3 17.9
Notes : PABI Aggregate Data from January 2005 — May 2014 
“Units are % of time winds blow from a given direction
For purposes o f this analysis, it is also useful to analyze the wind characteristics experienced in 
the months of the year in which the PMio exceedances occurred: December, January, and March. 
A description of characteristic winds for these months, as well as a discussion of the high wind 
events associated with the exceedance events, follows below. Full-page copies o f each wind rose 
and associated data are presented in Appendix B.
2.1.1 December
In December, the wind typically blows -76%  of the time, with winds coming out of the east- 
southeast to southeast -48%  of the time. The total number of windy days per month is lower 
than the annual average. However, the average daily base wind speed is 11 mph with an average 
daily gusting wind speed of 58 mph, both of which are greater than the annual average values. 
The maximum average daily base wind speed o f 43 mph occurred on December 4, 2011, and the 
maximum daily average gusting wind speed of 125 mph was experienced on December 4, 2007.
The exceedance events of December 24-26, 2012, were associated with a high wind event that 
began December 23rd at approximately 1900 horns and lasted until December 27th at 
approximately 1200 horns. The event was characterized by winds from the east-southeast (100°- 
120°) with a mean base wind speed of 33 mph and a maximum base wind speed of 41 mph 
(Figure 1). During the wind event, gusting wind speeds averaged 46 mph and surged to a 
maximum of 58 mph (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Base Wind Speeds, 23-27 December 2012
Figure 2: Gusting Wind Speeds, 23-27 December 2012
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The wind typically blows -75%  of the time during the month o f January, with winds coming out 
of the east-southeast or southeast -44%  of the time. Similar to December, the total number of 
windy days in January is less than the annual average. Also similar to December, the average 
daily base wind and gusting wind speeds are higher than the annual average. The January 
average daily base wind speed is 11 mph, with a maximum daily average base wind speed of 60 
mph occurring on January 22, 2014. January winds have an average daily gusting wind speed of 
55 mph, with a maximum daily average gusting wind speed o f 121 mph occurring on January 2, 
2011 .
The exceedance event of January 19, 2013, was associated with a high wind event that began on 
January 18th at approximately 2330 hours and ended on January 20th at approximately 1200 
horns. Winds during this event were from the east-southeast (100°-120°) with a mean base wind 
speed o f 35 mph and a maximum base wind speed of 43 mph (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Base Wind Speeds, 18-20 January 2013
2.1.1 January/
9
Figure 4: Gusting Wind Speeds, 18-20 January 2013
Gusting wind speeds during the event averaged 48 mph, with a maximum gusting wind speed of
60 mph (Figure 4).
The exceedance event of January 29, 2013, was associated with a high wind event that began on 
January 28th at approximately 1900 hours and continued through January 30th at approximately 
2200 homs. This event was characterized by winds coming from the east-southeast (100°-120°) 
with a mean base wind speed of 32 mph and a maximum base wind speed of 45 mph (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Base Wind Speeds, 28-31 January 2013
28-31 JANUARY 2013 !K »“ lsJ»£ k  5 9 ■» n
WSB Data
W in d  Rose a i s 39 go cm
Gusting wind speeds during this event averaged 44 mph, with a maximum gusting wind speed of 
56 mph (Figure 6).
Figure 6: Gusting Wind Speeds, 28-31 January 2013
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2.1.1 March
The total number of windy days typically increases in March to -82% , which is greater than the 
annual average, and the winds directions become more variable, with only -34%  of days having 
winds from the east-southeast to southeast. The average daily base wind speed in March is down 
to 9 mph (same as the annual average) with the maximum daily average base wind speed of 38 
mph occurring on March 18, 2006. The average daily gusting wind speed remains at 55 mph, 
however, with the maximum daily average gusting wind speed o f 110 mph occurring on March 
8, 2008.
The exceedances of March 14 and 15, 2013, were associated with a high wind event that began 
on March 14th at approximately 0700 hours and continued through March 15th at approximately 
1600 horns. During this event winds came from the east to east-southeast (90°-110°), and hourly 
wind speeds fluctuated more when compared to the other exceedance events. The overall mean 
base wind speed for this event was only 29 mph, but frequently exceeded 30 mph and surged to a 
maximum of 38 mph (Figure 7).
Figure 7: Base Wind Speeds, 14-15 March 2013
14-15 MARCH 2013
WSa Data m » 7
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Gusting wind speeds for this event averaged 41 mph, with a maximum gusting wind speed o f 52
mph (Figure 8).
Figure 8: Gusting Wind Speeds, 14-15 March 2013
14-15 MARCH 2013 * 5 s »  a „
WSG Data
Wir>d Rose * * •121
Table 3 below provides a smnmaiy of wind characteristics for high wind events associated with 
the PMio exceedances.
Table 3: Exceedance Event Summary
High Wind 
Event
Exceedance
Dates
Mean 
24-hour 
[PM101 
jig m3
Wind
Direction
Mode
(degrees)
Wind
Direction
Range
(degrees)
Mean
WSB
(mph)
Max
WSB
(mph)
Mean
w sG
(mph)
Max
WSG
(mph)
December 2012
12/23/14 (® 
1900 hrs -  
12/27/2012 
(® 1200 hrs
12/24/2012 151.6
110 1 0 0 -1 2 0 33 41 46 5812/25/2012 215.7
12/26/2012 145.7
January 2013
01/18/13 @ 
2330 hrs -  
01/20/13 @ 
1200 hrs
1/19/2013 149.5 110 1 0 0 -1 2 0 35 43 48 60
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High Wind 
Event
Exceedance
Dates
Mean 
24-liour 
[PM101 
fig/in 3
Wind
Direction
Mode
(degrees)
Wind
Direction
Range
(degrees)
Mean
WSB
(mph)
Max
WSB
(mph)
MeanwsG
(mph)
MaxwsG
(mph)
01/28/13 @ 
1900 h rs  -  
01/30/13 @ 
2200 h rs
1/29/2013 151.9 110 1 0 0 -1 2 0 32 45 44 56
March 2013
3/14/13 @ 
0700 h rs  -  
3/15/13 @ 
1600 h rs
3/14/2013 288.7
100 9 0 -1 1 0 29 38 41 52
3/15/2013 277.7
Notes: Wind Event = Base Winds consistently > 30 mph
[PMio] — Concentration o f PMio
Jig/m = microgram per cubic meter
WSB = Base Wind Speed
WSG = Gust Wind Speed
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3. Potential PM™ Sources
Potential sources of PMio identified within the windshed o f the FGA BAM-1020 include the 
Jarvis Creek floodplain. man-made bare earth areas, structures within the Donnelly Training 
Area (DTA), cleared and revegetated areas, and areas of native vegetation. The relative 
proportion o f these areas within the windshed are identified in Table 4 and discussed below.
Table 4: Potential PMio Source Summary
Feature Surface Type Area(Ac) %  of Windshed
Potential PMU 
Source
Natural
Jarvis Creek 
Floodplain Bare Earth 51 2 Yes
Forest &
Sedge Meadow Native Vegetation
2.404 88 N o1
Anthropogenic
Gravel Road Bare Earth
37 1 Yes2
DTA Structures N/A
1 negligible No3
Cleared Areas Vegetative Cover
243 9 No4
NOTES: 1 Areas with native vegetative cover are presumed not to be a substantial source o f erosion.
2 Assumes gravel roads graded to surface bare conditions for worst-case scenario. This is 
not the actual condition on the DTA.
3 DTA structures within the FGA BAM-1020 windshed do not house emission units. 
4Cleared and revegetated areas were modeled using the WEQ to confirm that they were not a 
potential source o f PMi0.
3.1 Jarvis Creek Floodplain
Jarvis Creek, fed predominately by a 
combination of snow- and glacier-melt, has a 
broad, braided channel that cuts through 
glacial moraine deposits (USACE, 2007). The 
Jarvis Creek floodplain is immediately upwind 
of the FGA PMio Monitoring Station 
(Appendix A, Map 1). That portion of the
f l o o d p l a i n  W i t h i n  t h e  W i n d s h e d  i s  Jarvis Creek Floodplain, April 2014
approximately 51 acres (Appendix A, Map 2, Area A), being a polygon -470 linear feet on its
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western boundary; -1,950 linear feet on its eastern boundary; -2,290 linear feet on its northern 
boundary, and -3,400 linear feet on its southern boundaiy. The average width o f the area is 
-875 linear feet, with an average length of -2,940 linear feet. These average values were used in 
the WEQ model to provide a conservatively low estimate of PMio contribution from this source. 
Due to the prevalence of high winds blowing down the Jam s Creek floodplain, this area is 
largely free o f snow and ice during the winter.
3.2 Man-made Bare Earth Areas
There are -37  acres o f man-made bare earth 
areas in the windshed of the FGA PMio 
monitor. These areas consist predominately 
of gravel roads on the DTA, with small 
localized areas o f gravel pad around the 
structures maintained by FWA Range 
Control. Four representative gravel road 
areas with different orientations were 
identified and modeled using the WEQ in 
order to represent potential wind erosion rates from gravel roads. These erosion rates were then 
aggregated and averaged in order to provide a representative erosion rate for man-made bare 
earth areas. Although illustrative for a total potential to emit, this is not reflective of actual 
conditions. Snow removal on DTA gravel roads and pads is performed in such a manner as to 
retain a hard pack of snow and ice to protect the gravel surface.
3.3 Donnelly Training Area Stinctures
FWA Range Control maintains a number of structures within that portion of the DTA east of 
Jarvis Creek. In an email dated May 19, 2014, FWA Range Control indicated that all of the 
structures that are within the windshed of the PMio monitor are either training aids (empty 
buildings with no emission units) or are heated with electric power, and therefore are not 
potential sources of PMi0. The gravel pads for these structures have been included with the 
acreage for gravel roads.
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Remnant Snow Pack on DTA Roads, April 2014
3.4 Cleared Ground with Vegetation
Approximately 243 acres of the windshed 
consists o f cleared ground that is vegetated 
with a mix o f glasses and shrubs. These areas 
include winter trails, bivouac areas, and 
vehicle offloading areas that have been 
revegetated. A site visit to the DTA in April 
2014 indicates that vegetative cover is at or 
near 100% on these sites. Two cleared and vegetated areas, one former trail and one bivouac 
area, were modeled using WEQ to confirm that they are not potential sources of PMio due to 
minimal wind erosion from these sites. Additionally, snow removal is not performed at these 
sites, and the snow pack results in additional erosion protection for these locations.
3.5 Native Vegetated Areas
The majority o f the FGA BAM-1020 windshed consists of -2,404 acres of undisturbed lands, 
including -2,321 acres o f taiga forest and -83 acres o f pond and sedge meadow. Due to the 
presence of native vegetation and their undisturbed condition, these lands are presumed not be a 
substantial source of PMi0.
DTA Vehicle Offloading Area, April 2014
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4. Wind Erosion Equation (WEQ) Modeling
The Wind Erosion Equation (WEQ) was developed by the USDA Agricultural Research Service 
in 1961 by Dr. W.S. Chepil (Woodruff and Siddoway, 1965), and has been updated once or 
twice a decade since in order to address identified shortfalls (Fryrear et al., 1998). The current 
WEQ combines empirical and process modeling based on a primary factor of wind 
characteristics, and involving soil erodibility, crusting, surface roughness, and vegetative cover 
factors (Fryrear et al., 2001). These factors are used to determine the maximum transport 
capacity and transport mass based on field length. The WEQ estimates the average soil erosion 
for various field lengths, and the revised equation has been shown to have a strong correlation to 
actual soil erosion conditions on the ground (Fryrear et al., 2001).
4.1 Modeled Areas
One natural and six anthropogenic potential PMio source areas were identified for purposes of 
running the WEQ. These areas were selected to be representative of the various source features 
as well as providing a variety of orientations of potential source features, as applicable to the 
feature type. The seven areas are listed in Table 5 below, and shown graphically in Appendix A, 
Map 2.
Table 5: WEQ Modeled Areas
Area Description
A
That portion of the Jarvis Creek floodplain located within the windshed. This area is immediately upwind 
of the FGA PMi0 Monitoring Station (Natural Source) and is the primary natur al source of PMio hi the 
windshed.
B
This is the first gravel road encoimtered upwind of the FGA PMi0 Monitoring Station. This section runs 
approximately 15° off of N-S. and is used to represent erosion rates on predominately N-S sections of road 
within the windshed (Anthropogenic Source).
C
This is the first gravel road encoimtered upwind of the FGA PMi0 Monitoring Station. This section runs at 
a bearing of 137° and is used to represent erosion rates on NW-SE sections o f road within the windshed 
(Anthropogenic Source).
D
This is a longer section o f gravel road running at a bearing of 120°, which is parallel to some of the 
dominant winds during the exceedance events. This section is used to represent maximum erosion rates 
from NW-SE sections o f road (Anthropogenic Source).
E
This is a section of winter road that has been revegetated. This feature has a bearing o f 121°, roughly 
parallel to some o f the dominant winds during the exceedance events, and was therefore selected as having 
a high potential to exhibit wind erosion. This area is used to represent cleared and revegetated areas that 
are linear hi shape (Anthropogenic Source).
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Area Description
F
This is a bivouac area that has been revegetated. This feature has a bearing of 125° on its long dimension, 
which is approximately parallel to dominant winds during the exceedance events and therefore having a 
high potential for wind erosion. This area is used to represent cleared and revegetated areas that are shaped 
more like a field or clearing (Anthropogenic Source).
G This is a section of gravel road bearing 87°. and is used to represent erosion rates on sections o f road running predominately E-W within the windshed (Anthropogenic Source).
4.2 Model Factors and Inputs
The WEQ was run using data for the Delta Junction area provided by the USDA Natural 
Resources Conservation Seivice (NRCS). The following is a brief synopsis o f the factors 
included in the WEQ (NRCS, 2002) and their input values or calculations.
4.2.1 Soil Erodibility Index (I)
The soil erodibility index (I) is expressed as the average annual soil loss in tons per acre for a 
given soil when site conditions are optimum for soil erosion. The soil erodibility index is 
derived based on the wind erodibility group (WEG) of area soils, which is tied to soil texture and 
moisture regimes. NRCS uses a ‘I ’ factor o f 86 tons/acre/year for soils in the Delta Junction
4.2.2 Soil Roughness Factor (K)
Soil roughness (K) can reduce soil erosion considerably due to micro-turbulence effects at the 
ground surface. The ‘K ’ factor in the WEQ model considers soil roughness due to management 
regimes such as grading or tilling as well as random roughness that results from the interaction of 
management regimes and soil structure. Agronomic management regimes were selected based 
on those which would best approximate the roughness of each modeled area. For the Jarvis 
Creek floodplain (Appendix A, Map 2, Area A), a surface aerator tillage regime was used to 
approximated the roughness in the braided stream channel. For gravel road areas (Appendix A, 
Map 2, Areas B, C, D, and G), a smooth roller tillage regime was used to approximate a graded 
gravel road surface. A corrugated seeder/packer tillage regime was used to model areas that had 
been cleared but now had perennial vegetative cover by glasses (Appendix A, Map 2, Areas E
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and F), as the seeding pattern observed during the site visit was consistent with that piece of 
equipment.
4.2.3 Climatic Factor (C)
The climatic factor (C) is an index of climatic erosivity, and is tied to the average annual wind 
velocity and a correlation between average precipitation quantity and timing as an index of 
average soil moisture. A ‘C ’ factor for Delta Junction has been developed by NRCS using data 
from the PABI ASOS to determine inputs for prevailing wind direction, wind preponderance, 
and erosive wind energy. The C factor for the Delta Junction Area is 32.
4.2.4 Unsheltered Distance (L)
The unsheltered distance, or ‘L ’ factor, is calculated based on the shape and orientation o f the 
area in comparison to the direction o f the prevailing wind erosion direction, and represents the 
maximum unsheltered distance for the field or area being evaluated. This factor is calculated in 
WEQ using the width, width-to-length ratio, and orientation data for each modeled area and the 
wind data used to develop the ‘C ’ factor.
4.2.5 Vegetative Cover (V)
The presence o f vegetative cover protects soil from erosion both through binding and shielding 
effects as well as the creation of micro-turbulence conditions that reduce transport load. The 
effect o f vegetative cover in WEQ relates the kind, amount, and orientation of vegetative cover 
to a standard reference condition based on agronomic crop residues. For pmposes of this model, 
bare earth areas are assumed to be in a fallow condition, which includes a ‘crop’ o f small weeds. 
Cleared and revegetated areas assume a vegetated cover of pasture gl asses. Snow cover was also 
included for some model mns as appropriate.
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4.3 Mechanics o f the WEQ Model
The Universal Wind Erosion Equation established a predictive relationship o f annual rate o f soil 
erosion in tons/acre/year (E) between the five factors discussed in Section 4.2 above (Woodruff 
and Siddoway, 1965; see Appendix C). The underlying formula for the 1965 model is describes 
as E = f(IKCLV), and while improvements have been made to how each factor is determined the 
overall formula remains the same (Fryrear, 1998). The WEQ is solved through a five-step 
solution where each step evaluates the affect of an additional factor:
1. Determine maximum soil erodibility: El = I
2. Account for the effect of field roughness: E2 = El x  K
3. Account for effect of local climatic conditions: E3 = E2 x  C
4. Account for field length: E4 = E3 x  f (L ) .  NOTE: Calculation of E4 is not simple 
multiplication because L, E2, and E3 are all interrelated.
5. Account for effect of vegetative cover: E = E4 x  f ( V ) .  NOTE: Calculation o f E is not 
simple multiplication because E4, V, and E are interrelated.
While the complex effects of field length \f(L)\ and vegetative cover \f(V)\ were originally 
determined using graphic representations of the mathematical relationships developed by USDA 
soil scientists (Woodruff and Siddoway, 1965), the formulae were later incorporated into 
computerized WEQ models. In 1998, the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) first released a version o f the WEQ based in Microsoft Excel 
(https://infosys.ars.usda. gov/WindErosion/nrcs/weq.html).
This Excel spreadsheet tool was incorporated into the NRCS Field Office Technical Guide 
(FOTG) for each comity and field office in the United States (example at 
http://efotg.nrcs.usda.gov/references/public/CO/WEOvs8.Q5 CO FieldVersion.xls). The FOTG 
also includes the ‘official’ values and maps for each of the five WEQ factors based on local soils 
and conditions. The most recent version of this spreadsheet tool, along with the WEQ factors 
from the NRCS FOTG for the Delta Junction area, were used to run the WEQ for this project.
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4.4 Model Limitations and Assumptions
Because the WEQ is an agronomic erosion model, certain artificialities and assumptions needed 
to be made in order to apply the model to this situation. These artificialities and assumptions are 
presented in Table 6 below, and the impacts of these on the results are discussed in Section 5.
Table 6: WEQ Artificialities, Assumptions, and Limitations
WEQ Model Characteristics 
or Parameters
Artificiality or Assumption Used in Modeling Effort
Models erosion on a field-by-field 
basis.
Representative areas were identified for modeling and the resulting rates 
extrapolated over the entire acreage for that area type.
Model parameters are for fields 
oriented either north-south or east- 
west with ridge features running 
either north-south or east-west.
For each N-S or E-W area, ran model with ridge features running in both 
directions. Used arithmetic mean for purposes of comparison.
For NE-SW gravel roads sections, ran models with N-S and E-W 
orientation, each with N-S and E-W ridge features. Used arithmetic mean 
of orientation values for each section.
Model parameters are for 
rectangular fields.
For areas not predominately square, used an average width and length for 
the area.
Model parameters assume a 
maximum length:width ratio of 6:1.
Areas with a length:width ratio of greater than 6:1 use the maximum ration 
for modeling purposes.
Model requires a tillage operation be 
conducted at the beginning o f each 
management period.
Tillage operations were chosen to most closely approximate actual 
roughness features observed during site visit.
Requires that a cropping system be 
associated with each field.
A fallow cropping system was used as the most representative cropping 
system for bare earth areas.
A pasture cropping system was used as the most representative cropping 
system for revegetated areas.
Develops erosion estimates for a 1- 
year management period running 
January 1 — December 3 1.
Presents annual erosion estimates in units o f tons per acre per year.
Assumes wind erosion occurs during 
all months of the year. Snow cover 
is treated as a “crop”.
Area A ran with no snow cover, as majority of Jarvis Creek floodplain is 
snow-free in winter.
Ran two scenarios for gravel roads: 1) Snow removal to surface bare 
condition (worst-case) and 2) snow removal to hardpack snow & ice 
(actual condition).
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WEQ Model Characteristics 
or Parameters
Artificiality or Assumption Used in Modeling Effort
Does not have provisions for natural 
or artificial wind breaks to model a 
reduction in sediment transport
mass.
Estimates are for the mass o f soil coming off of each area, and do not 
represent the amount o f sediment that makes it to the PMi0 monitor.
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5. WEQ Model Results
Multiple WEQ models were run for the seven representative areas, identified in Appendix A, 
Maps 1 and 2. The number of different runs for each area is based on the assumptions and 
artificialities identified in Table 6 above. The results of the different runs are summarized below 
and discussed in Section 5. Copies of the WEQ run outputs are presented in Appendix D.
5.1 Area A: Jarvis Creek Floodplain
Ar ea A consists of a section o f the Jarvis Creek floodplain immediately upwind of the FGA PMio 
Monitoring Station. The area averages 875 feet wide by 2,940 feet long with a long orientation 
running approximately east-west. Two WEQ models were nm with tillage directions being the 
only differing factor. A tillage operation of “Aerator, Surface” was selected to provide a ridge 
roughness factor and spacing of zero (0) inches and a random roughness factor o f 0.3 inches. A 
cropping system o f “Weeds, winter, <6 weeks” was selected to reflect minimal vegetative 
growth on the bare earth area. No snow cover periods were identified in these runs, as the vast 
majority of the floodplain is blown bare during the winter months, with the creek aufice being 
the only protective cover. Both WEQ model runs gave an average annual wind erosion rate of
24.7 tons/acre/year.
5.2 Area B: North-South Gravel Road
Ar ea B is a 910-foot section of gravel road with a width of 45 feet (0.9 acres) that runs 
approximately 15° off of north-south. A tillage operation of “Roller, smooth” was selected to 
provide a ridge roughness factor and spacing of zero (0) inches and a random roughness factor o f 
0.3 inches to represent graded conditions. A cropping system of “Weeds, winter, <6 weeks” was 
selected to reflect minimal vegetative growth on the road surface. Four runs of the WEQ were 
conducted on this section representing two tillage orientations on each of two scenarios. The 
first scenario represents the “worst-case”, which assumes that the gravel roads are graded to 
surface bare conditions during winter months. The second scenario is the ‘actual’ scenario, 
which assumes that a hardpack of compound snow and ice is maintained during winter grading
operations. The results of the WEQ for each scenario are shown in Table 7 below:
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Table 7: WEQ Results for Area B
Scenario Tillage Orientation Erosion Rate (T/ac/yr)
Worst Case N-S 5.7
Worst Case E-W 5.7
Actual N-S 1.3
Actual E-W 1.3
For purposes o f calculating representative erosion rates for gravel roads, this segment 
contributed a value o f 5.7 T/ac/yr and 1.3 T/ac/yr for worst case and actual, respectively.
5.3 Area C: Northeast-Southwest Gravel Road #1
Area C is a 1,280-foot section of gravel road approximately 35 feet wide (1.0 acres) that runs 
approximately NW-SE (137.5°). A tillage operation of “Roller, smooth” was selected to provide 
a ridge roughness factor and spacing of zero (0) inches and a random roughness factor of 0.3 
inches to represent graded conditions. A cropping system of “Weeds, winter, <6 weeks” was 
selected to reflect minimal vegetative growth on the road surface. Because the WEQ only 
allows for N-S and E-W field orientation, two sets of four WEQ runs were performed for this 
area. Each set included both N-S and E-W tillage directions and both ‘actual’ (hardpack) and 
‘worst-case’ (surface bare) scenarios. The results of the WEQ for each scenario are shown in 
Table 8 below:
Table 8: WEQ Results for Area C
Scenario Field Orientation Tillage Orientation Erosion Rate (T/ac/yr)
Worst Case N-S N-S 4.4
Worst Case N-S E-W 4.4
Worst Case E-W N-S 8.2
Worst Case E-W E-W 8.2
Actual N-S N-S 1.1
Actual N-S E-W 1.1
Actual E-W N-S 0.7
Actual E-W E-W 0.7
For purposes o f establishing erosion rates from gravel roads, an average between the N-S and the 
E-W road orientations above, or 0.9 tons/acre/year (actual) and 6.3 tons/acre/year (worst-case),
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was used to represent NW-SE or NE-SW sections in establishing the overall mean erosion rate 
for gravel roads.
5.4 Area D: Northeast-Southwest Gravel Road #2
Area D is a 2,840-foot section o f gravel road approximately 35 feet wide (2.3 acres) that runs 
approximately NW-SE (119°). A tillage operation of “Roller, smooth” was selected to provide a 
ridge roughness factor and spacing of zero (0) inches and a random roughness factor o f 0.3 
inches to represent graded conditions. A cropping system of “Weeds, winter, <6 weeks” was 
selected to reflect minimal vegetative growth on the road surface. Because the WEQ only allows 
for N-S and E-W field orientation, two sets o f four WEQ runs were performed for this area.
Each set included both N-S and E-W tillage directions and both ‘actual’ (hardpack) and ‘worst- 
case’ (surface bare) scenarios. The results of the WEQ for each scenario are shown in Table 9 
below:
Table 9: WEQ Results for Area D
Scenario Field Orientation Tillage Orientation Erosion Rate (T/ac/yr)
Worst Case N-S N-S 4.4
Worst Case N-S E-W 4.4
Worst Case E-W N-S 8.2
Worst Case E-W E-W 8.2
Actual N-S N-S 1.1
Actual N-S E-W 1.0
Actual E-W N-S 0.7
Actual E-W E-W 0.7
For purposes o f establishing erosion rates from gravel roads, an average between the N-S and the 
E-W road orientations for area D above, or 0.9 tons/acre/year (actual) and 6.3 tons/acre/year 
(worst-case), was used to represent NW-SE or NE-SW sections in establishing the overall mean 
erosion rate for gravel roads.
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5.5 AreaE: Winter Trail
Area E is a 4,590-foot section o f revegetated winter trail with a width o f 115 feet (12.1 acres) 
that runs approximately NW-SE (121°). A tillage operation o f “Seeder, corrugated packer” was 
selected to provide a ridge roughness factor of one (1) inch with a ridge spacing of six (6) inches 
and a random roughness factor of 0.4 inches, which corresponds to the tillage pattern observed 
on-site. A cropping system of “Pasture/Hay, spring” was selected to reflect the vegetative 
growth on the area. Winter snow cover periods were identified in these runs.
Because the WEQ only allows for N-S and E-W field orientation, two sets o f WEQ runs were 
performed for this area, with each set representing N-S and E-W tillage orientations. The WEQ 
runs resulted in a maximum erosion rate of 0.1 tons/acre/year.
5.6 AreaF: Bivouac Area
Area F is a 2,550-foot section of revegetated bivouac area with an average width of 650 feet 
(33.3 acres) that run approximately NW-SE (125°). A tillage operation o f “Seeder, corrugated 
packer” was selected to provide a ridge roughness factor of one (1) inch with a ridge spacing of 
six (6) inches and a random roughness factor of 0.4 inches, which corresponds to the tillage 
pattern observed on-site. A cropping system of “Pasture/Hay, spring” was selected to reflect the 
vegetative growth on the area. Winter snow cover periods were identified in these runs.
Because the WEQ only allows for N-S and E-W field orientation, two sets o f WEQ runs were 
performed for this area, with each set representing N-S and E-W tillage orientations. All WEQ 
runs resulted in an annual erosion rate o f 0.1 tons/acre/year.
5.7 Area G: East-West Gravel Road
Area G is a 4,970-foot section o f gravel road with a width of 30 feet (2.4 acres) that runs 
approximately 3° off o f east-west. A tillage operation of “Roller, smooth” was selected to 
provide a ridge roughness factor and spacing of zero (0) inches and a random roughness factor of 
0.3 inches to represent graded conditions. A cropping system of “Weeds, winter, <6 weeks” was
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selected to reflect minimal vegetative growth on the road surface. Four runs o f the WEQ were 
conducted on this section representing two tillage orientations on each of two scenarios. The 
first scenario represents the “worst-case”, which assumes that the gravel roads are graded to 
surface bare conditions during winter months. The second scenario is the ‘actual’ scenario, 
which assumes that a hardpack of compound snow and ice is maintained during winter grading 
operations. The results of the WEQ for each scenario are shown in Table 10 below:
Table 10: WEQ Results for Area B
Scenario Tillage Orientation Erosion Rate (T/ac/yr)
Worst Case N-S 7.4
Worst Case E-W 7.4
Actual N-S 0.6
Actual E-W 0.6
For purposes o f calculating representative erosion rates for gravel roads, this segment 
contributed a value o f 7.4 T/ac/yr and 0.6 T/ac/yr for worst case and actual, respectively.
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6. PMio Source Analysis
Representative wind erosion rates for each area were calculated taking the arithmetic mean o f the 
annual wind erosion rates for each categoiy of modeled area.
Table 11: Representative Erosion Rates
Area Jarvis Creek Gravel Roads 
(Bare)
Gravel Roads 
(Snow)
Cleared & 
Revegetated
A 24.7
B 5.7 1.3
C 6.3 0.9
D 6.3 0.9
E 0.1
F 0.1
G 7.4 0.6
Mean 24.7 6.4 0.9 0.1
NOTES: All erosion rates above are in Tons/acre/year.
These representative erosion rates were then applied to each of the potential PMio source 
categories within the windshed of the FGA PMio Monitoring Station to provide a total amount of 
wind erosion per year from that source categoiy, represented as tons per year o f total suspended 
particulates. Estimated PMio contribution from each source categoiy was then calculated using a 
factor of 60% of total suspended particulates as PMio (see Table 12). This factor is a 
conservatively high percentage based on the results of an extensive wind erosion study 
conducted by Environment Canada (2000).
Table 12: Wind Erosion Summary Data
Model Area Surface Type Area(Ac)
Erosion Rate 
(T/Ac/yr)
Total
Suspended
Particulates
(T/yr)
Total PMio 
(T/yr)1
Natural Sources
Jarvis Creek 
Floodplain Bare Earth 51 24.7 1259.7 755.8
Forest &
Sedge Meadow5
Native
Vegetation 2.404 - - -
Anthropogenic
Sources
Gravel Road
Bare Earth
37
6.42 236.8 142.1
Snow Cover 0.93 33.3 20.0
Cleared Area4 VegetativeCover 243 0.1 24.3 14.6
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Model Area Surface Type Area(Ac)
Erosion Rate 
(T/Ac/yr)
Total
Suspended
Particulates
(T/yr)
Total PMio 
(T/yr)1
N O T E S : 1 Assumes a total of 60% of Total Suspended Particulates as PMio based on the high-end ratio developed by 
Environment Canada (2000).
2 Arithmetic mean of gravel road erosion rates assuming snow removal on gravel roads to surface bare conditions 
(worst-case).
3 Arithmetic mean of gravel road erosion rates assuming compact snow & ice hardpack mamtamed on gravel roads 
(actual).
4 Cleared and revegetated areas were modeled to confirm that they are not a substantial source o f PMio- 
5Areas with native vegetative cover are presumed not to be a substantial source of erosion.
The values above for the anthropogenic contribution remain artificially high due to the model 
limitations and assumptions identified in Section 4.3 of this report and discussed in Table 13 
below.
Table 13: Effects of WEQ Artificialities, Assumptions, and Limitations
WEQ Model Characteristics or 
Parameters
Artificiality or Assumption Used 
in Modeling Effort
Corresponding Effects on or 
Limitations of Results
Models erosion on a field-by-field 
basis.
Representative areas were identified 
for modeling and the resulting rates 
extrapolated over the entire acreage 
for that area type.
Rates are comparative across source 
categories only, and cannot be 
considered predictive in nature.
Model parameters are for fields 
oriented either north-south or east- 
west with ridge features running 
either north-south or east-west.
For each N-S or E-W area, ran 
model with ridge features running hi 
both directions. Used arithmetic 
rates for purposes o f comparison.
Only the model runs from cleared 
and revegetated areas (Areas F and 
G) showed any variation with tillage 
orientation. Used highest modeled 
value (0.1 T/ac/yr) for comparison.
For NE-SW gravel roads sections, 
ran models with N-S and E-W 
orientation, each with N-S and E-W 
ridge features. Used average of 
values for N-S and E-W for each 
section.
Analysis assumes the average 
orientation o f features not 
predominately N-S or E-W will 
trend to NW-SE or NE-SW. Actual 
rates will vary based on field 
orientation.
Model parameters are for 
rectangular fields.
For areas not predominately square, 
used an average width and length for 
the area.
Rates for non-rectangular areas 
(Areas A and F) may be artificially 
low based on a lower unsheltered 
distance.
Model parameters assume a 
maximum length:width ratio of 6:1.
Areas with a length:width ratio of 
greater than 6:1 use the maximum 
ration for modeling purposes.
Negligible. USDA data shows that 
the effect o f longer unsheltered 
distances on rate of erosion is 
negligible due to maximum transport 
capacity being reached (Fryrear 
2001).
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WEQ Model Characteristics or 
Parameters
Artificiality or Assumption Used 
in Modeling Effort
Corresponding Effects on or 
Limitations of Results
Model requires a tillage operation be 
conducted at the beginning o f each 
management period.
Tillage operations were chosen to 
most closely approximate actual 
roughness features observed during 
April 2014 site visit.
Tillage operations inputs at the 
beginning o f management periods 
resulted in artificially high erosion 
rates for gravel roads (Areas B, C, 
D. and G) during periods of snow 
cover.
Requires that a cropping system be 
associated with each field.
A fallow cropping system was used 
as the most representative cropping 
system for bare earth areas.
Fallow assumes a minimal level of 
weed growth, which will slightly 
reduce rates off o f these sections 
(Areas A. B, C, D. G).
A pasture cropping system was used 
as the most representative cropping 
system for revegetated areas.
Pasture cropping system consistent 
with site vegetation pattern observed 
on April 2014 site visit.
Develops erosion estimates for a 1- 
year management period running 
January 1 — December 3 1.
Presents annual erosion estimates in 
units o f tons per acre per year.
Annual rates can be used for 
comparison o f total suspended 
particulates between modeled areas, 
but are not predictive for specific 
events.
Assumes wind erosion occurs during 
all months of the year. Snow cover 
is treated as a “crop”.
Area A ran with no snow cover, as 
the vast majority of the Jarvis Creek 
floodplain is snow-free in winter.
Rates for Area A will be slightly 
high due to erosion being calculated 
for iced-over water channels.
Ran two scenarios for gravel roads: 
1) Snow removal to surface bare 
condition (worst-case) and 2) snow 
removal to hardpack snow & ice 
(actual conditions).
Rate for surface bare gravel roads 
(Areas B, C, D, and G) are not 
representative of actual conditions, 
but are useful for comparison with 
Area A. Modeled rates for hardpack 
will reflect near-actual conditions.
Does not have provisions for natural 
or artificial wind breaks to model a 
reduction in sediment transport
mass.
Estimates are for the mass o f soil 
coming off of each area, and do not 
represent the amount total suspended 
particulates that make it to the PMio 
monitor.
Contributions of wind erosion from 
Areas B-G to PMi0 sampled at the 
BAM-1020 will be artificially high.
Using the Total PMio values shown in Table 12 above, the estimated percent contribution of 
PMio by source category is presented in Table 14 below, broken out by the two gravel road 
scenarios.
Table 14: Percent PMio Contributions by Source Area
Gravel Roads- Bare 
(T/ac/yr)
% Total PM10 Gravel Roads- 
Snow (T/ac/yr)
% Total PMio
Natural Sources
Jarvis Creek 
Floodplain
755.8 82.8 755.8 95.6
Forest &
Sedge Meadow5
0 0 0 0
Anthropogenic
Sources
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Gravel Roads- Bare 
(T/ac/yr)
% Total PM10 Gravel Roads- 
Snow (T/ac/yr)
% Total PMio
Gravel Road 142.1 15.6 20.0 2.5
Cleared Area4 14.6 1.6 14.6 1.9
TOTAL
Anthropogenic
156.7 17.2 34.6 4.4
NOTES: All results above are based on annual estimates from the WEQ model runs in Appendix D.
The majority o f the assumptions identified in Table 13 tend to overestimate the anthr opogenic 
contributions to PMio, especially during periods of snow cover. Also, these values account for 
neither the greater distance between the anthropogenic PMio sources and the FGA monitoring 
station nor the presence of natural vegetation features that act as wind breaks on the DTA.
Based on the results presented in Table 14 and the assumptions presented in Table 15, it can be 
conservatively estimated that anthropogenic sources of dust contribute less than 5% of the annual 
PMio experienced at the FGA monitoring station, with a “worst-case” scenario of just over 17% 
based on the assumption that gravel roads are graded to surface bare conditions during the winter 
months. This supports the conclusions o f the U.S. Army Garrison Fort Greely, Fort Greely, 
Alaska PMio Annual Data Report 01 August 2012 -  31 July 2013 that the vast majority o f PMio 
experienced at the FGA PMio Monitoring Station during exceedance events is from natural 
sources and is not anthropogenic in nature.
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7. Implications of Project Results
In conducting this study, the author used GIS technology to analyze basic meteorological data 
and outputs from the USDA WEQ to generate a simple back-trajectory model for determining 
the sources and relative contributions to PMio experienced at a given receptor. Using this model, 
the author was able to show that the vast majority o f PMio at Fort Greely was natural rather than 
anthropogenic in nature, and that U.S. Army activities at Fort Greely or the Fort Wainwright 
Donnelly Training Area were not significant contributors to PMio concentrations at FGA. The 
ADEC Division of Air Quality determined that results of this study constituted substantive 
documentation that PMio exceedances obseived during the monitoring period were of natural 
provenance and not from anthropogenic sources, and issued a compliance case closure letter on 
June 20, 2014.
In addition to the direct results of the study, the project also selves to demonstrate a low- 
complexity model that can be used to assess the relative contribution o f anthropogenic and 
natural sources of PMio at a given receptor. The model described in this project is not data 
intensive, and the data required are readily available or easily gathered. Running the model 
requires only basic skills with Microsoft Excel and GIS technology. Although the model only 
provides relative data, it can be quickly and effectively used in other locations to support air 
quality compliance programs. Additionally, the model can be used in complex situations as a 
screening tool to focus data collection efforts on significant sources o f PMi0. This use as a 
screening tool could facilitate the prioritization of PMio sources for more precise quantitative 
dispersion or receptor models when precise quantitative data are required.
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A W ind  Erosion Equation'
N. P. W o o d r u f f  a n d  F. H. S id d o w a y 2
ABSTRACT
T he am ount o f erosion, E, expressed in tons per acre per 
annum , that w ill occur from  a given ag ricu ltu ra l field can be 
expressed in terms of equivalent variables as: E =  f ( I ',  K \  
C ', L ', V ) where I '  is a soil erod ib ility  index, K ' is a soil ridge 
rougness factor, C ' is a clim atic factor, L ' is field length along 
the p revailing  w ind erosion d irection, and V is equivalent 
quantity  o f vegetative cover. T he 5 equivalent variables are 
obtained by grouping  some and converting others of the 11 
prim ary  variables now know n to govern w ind erodibility . Rela­
tions am ong variables are extrem ely complex. C harts and tables 
have been developed to perm it graphical solutions of the equa­
tion. T he equation is designed to serve the tw ofold purpose 
of p roviding a tool to ( i)  determ ine the po tential erosion from  
a particu lar field, and ( i i)  determ ine w hat field conditions of 
soil cloddiness, roughness, vegetative cover, sheltering  by bar­
riers, o r w id th  and orientation  of field are necessary to reduce 
po ten tial erosion to a to lerable am ount. Exam ples of these 
applications o f the equation are presented. W eaknesses in the 
equation and areas needing further research are discussed.
T h e  w i n d  e r o s i o n  e q u a t i o n  was developed by the late Dr. W. S. Chepil. It is the result of nearly 3 0  
years of research to determine the primary variables or 
factors that influence erosion of soil by wind.
The first wind erosion equation was a simple exponen­
tial expressing the amount of soil loss in a wind tunnel 
as a function of per cent soil cloddiness, amount of surface 
residue, and degree of surface roughness. The equation has 
been modified continually as new research data became 
available and now is a complex equation indicating the 
relation between potential soil loss from a field and some 
1 1  individual primary field and climatic variables.
The equation is designed to serve the twofold purpose 
of determining (i)  if a particular field is adequately pro­
tected from wind erosion, and (ii)  the different field 
conditions of cloddiness, roughness, vegetative cover, shel­
tering from wind barriers, or width and orientation of 
field required to reduce potential soil loss to a tolerable 
amount under different climates.
This paper discusses the present status of the equation, 
points out some applications and uses of the equation, and 
indicates some w eaknesses and areas needing further 
research.
PRIMARY W IN D  EROSION VARIABLES
The wind erodibility of land surfaces is governed by 
1 1  primary variables. A brief description of each follows.
Soil Erodibility Index, I, and Knoll Erodibility, I„
Soil erodibility, I, is the potential soil loss in tons per 
acre per annum from a wide, unsheltered, isolated field
1 Contribution from the Soil and W ater Conservation Research 
Division, ARS, USDA, and the Kansas Agr. Exp. Sta., Depart­
ment of Agronomy Contribution no. 897. 'Received Jan. 6, 1965. 
Approved Mar. 30, 1965.
“ Agricultural Engineer, USDA, Manhattan, Kan., and Soil Sci­
entist, USDA, Sidney, Mont., respectively.
with a bare, smooth, noncursted surface. It has been devel­
oped from wind tunnel and field measures of erodibility 
and is based on climatic conditions for the vicinity of Gar­
den City, Kans., during 1954-56 (4, 7, 8, 9, 10). It is 
related to soil cloddiness and its value increases as the per­
centage of soil fractions greater than 0.84 mm in diameter 
decreases. It can be determined by standard dry sieving 
procedure and use of Table 1 .
Knoll erodibility, I9, is a factor needed to compute erodi­
bility for windward slopes less than about 500 feet long. 
It varies with slope and is expressed in terms of per cent 
slope, Fig. 1 . The erosion rate for windward slopes longer 
than 500 feet is about the same as from level land; there­
fore, Ig is taken as 100% for this situation (13, 14).
Surface Crust Stability, Fs
The mechanical stability of the surface crust, F„, if a 
crust is present, is of little consequence because it disinte­
grates readily due to abrasion after wind erosion has started.
T ab le  1— Soil erodibility  I for soils w ith different percentages 
o f nonerodible fractions as determ ined 
by standard d ry  sieving*
of d ry  so il 
fr a c tio n s  
> 0 . 84 rnm
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
te n s
0 310 250 220 195 180 170 160 150 140
10 134 131 128 126 121 117 113 109 106 102
20 98 95 92 90 S3 86 83 SI 79 76
30 74 72 71 69 67 65 63 62 60 53
40 56 54 52 51 50 4b 47 46 43 41
50 38 36 33 31 29 27 25 24 23 22
60 21 20 19 18 17 16 16 15 14 13
70 12 11 10 B 7 6 4 3 3 2
SO 2 ---- ----- -- — -----■ ---
F o r  a  fu lly  c r u s te d  s o i l  s u r f a c e ,  r e g a r d le s s  o f s o il  te x tu re ,  th e  e ro d ib il i ty  I i s ,  < 
the a v e ra g e , ab o u t 1 /6  of th a t  show n.
700
600
500
P 40O
uu
“ 300
- 250 
*5 
Q
-J  2 0 0
iso
100
£ Z
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f
/
A
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WINDWARD KNOLL SLOPE,s, (PERCENT)
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Fig. 1— Poten tia l soil loss from  knolls, expressed as per cent 
of that on level g round : (a) from  top of knoll, (o )  from  
that portion  o f w indw ard slope w here d rag  velocity and wind 
drag  are  the  same as on top  of knoll (from  about the upper 
th ird  o f the  slope).
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Fig. 2— Prevailing  w ind erosion directions in the G reat Plains. 
Degrees indicate deviation  of the p revailing  w ind erosion 
d irection from  north-south and percentages indicate per cent 
o f erosion that occurs along that direction.
It is also transitory and would be significant only where 
erodibility of a field at a given m om ent is considered. 
Where the average erodibility for the entire soil drifting 
period is being determined, which is usually the case, this 
condition should be disregarded.
Soil R idge R oughness, K r
Kr is a measure of soil surface roughness other than 
that caused by clods or vegetation, i.e., it is the natural 
or artificial roughness of the soil surface in the form of 
ridges or small undulations. It can be determined from a 
linear measure of surface roughness.
V elocity  o f  Erosive W in d , v
The rate of soil movement varies directly as the cube 
of the wind velocity ( 2 , 3, 17). Where average annual 
soil loss determinations are desired, the mean annual wind 
velocity corrected to a standard height of 30 feet is used. 
Atmospheric wind velocities are normally distributed; thus 
the higher the mean annual velocity the greater the proba­
bility of receiving high winds.
Soil Surface M oisture, M
The rate of soil movement varies approximately inversely 
as the square of effective surface soil moisture (5 ) . Since 
detailed surface soil moisture is not generally available 
for different geographic locations, the wind erosion equa­
tion M is assumed to be proportional to the Thornthwaite 
P-E Index (1 5 ).
Fig. 3— A lignm ent chart to determ ine: ( i )  distance across field 
strip  a long  the p revailing  w ind erosion d irection from  w idth 
of field s trip  and prevailing  w ind erosion d irection, and (ii)  
w idth of field strip  from  prevailing  w ind erosion direction  
and distance across field strip  along prevailing  w ind erosion 
direction.
D istance A cross F ield , D f
D f is the total distance across a given field measured 
along the prevailing wind erosion direction. On an unpro­
tected, eroding field the rate of soil flow is zero on the 
windward edge and increases with distance to leeward 
until, if the field is large enough, the flow reaches a maxi­
mum that a wind of a particular velocity can sustain. The 
distance required for soil flow to reach this maximum on 
a given soil is the same for any erosive winds. It varies 
only and inversely with erodibility of a field surface ( 1 1 ). 
It can be computed from width of field if prevailing wind 
erosion direction is known ( 6 ) . Figure 2  provides data 
on prevailing wind erosion direction in the Great Plains 
( 1 2 ). Similar maps giving this information for other geo- 
graphc locations are being prepared. Figure 3 presents an 
alignment chart for determining the distance, Df, along 
the wind direction for different widths of fields.
Sheltered D istance, D b
D b is the distance along the prevailing wind erosion 
direction that is sheltered by a barrier, if any, adjoining 
the field. Data on the effectiveness of different kinds of 
barriers in sh ie ld in g  the soil surface from erosion are 
meager but the distance is presently determined in a very 
general way by multiplying the height of the barrier by 
1 0  (16).
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Quantity of Vegetative Cover, R'
Surface residue amounts are determined by sampling, 
cleaning, drying, and weighing in accordance with Agri­
cultural Research Service standardized procedure. 3 A ll 
quantities of vegetative residue, R', connected with the 
wind erosion equation are based on washed, ovendry resi­
due multiplied by 1 . 2  to make them comparable to the 
usual field measurements w here samples are drycleaned 
and air-dried.
Kind of Vegetative Cover, S
S is a factor denoting the total cross-sectional area of 
the vegetative material. The finer the material and the 
greater its surface area, the more it reduces the wind veloc­
ity and the more it reduces wind erosion.
Assigned values of S for different kinds of vegetative 
material so far investigated are:
Small grain stubble and stover_________________  1 . 0 0
Sorghum stubble and stover___________________  .25
Corn stubble and stover______________________  . 2 0
Small grain in seedling and stooling stage, dead 
or alive ____________________________________ 2.50
Orientation or Vegetative Cover Variable, K„
K„ is in effect the vegetative surface roughness variable. 
The more erect the vegetative matter, the higher it stands 
above the ground, the more it slows the wind velocity 
near the ground, and the lower is the rate of soil erosion. 
K„ includes the influence of distribution and location of 
vegetation such as width and direction of rows, uniform­
ity of distribution, and whether the vegetation is in a fur­
row or on a ridge. K„ has been assigned a value of 1.0 
for absolutely flat, small grain stubble with straw aligned 
parallel with wind direction on smooth ground in rows 
10 inches apart at right angles to wind direction. For other 
orientations and other residues, K0 varies as a power func­
tion of amount of residue, R', for values of R' greater than 
1 , 0 0 0  lb/acre. The exponent ranges from approximately 
0.5 for flattened small grain or sorghum to 0.25 for stand-
3 Committee Report, July 1962. A standardized procedure for 
residue sampling. ARS 41-68. 10 p.
ing small grain and 2 0 -inch-high sorghum. In the equa­
tion the variable, Ku, is combined with variables S and R' 
and expressed in terms of an equivalent vegetative factor 
which is discussed in a subsequent section of this paper.
EQUIVALENT W IN D  EROSION VARIABLES
Because of the nature of the relationship between soil 
erodibility, E, and some of the 11 primary variables, it 
has been found convenient to disregard some variables, 
group some, and convert others to equivalents as follows:
Soil erodibility, I 
Knoll erodibility, I.
Surface crust stability, F,
Soil ridge roughness, K r
W ind velocity, v 
Surface soil moisture, M
Distance across field, D ( 
Sheltered distance, Db
Quantity of vegetative cover, R' 
Kind of vegetative cover, S 
Orientation of vegetative cover 
K .
Soil and knoll erodibility, V
Disregard, crust transient
Soil ridge roughness factor, K '
Local wind erosion climatic fac­
tor, C'
Field length, L'
Equivalent quantity of vegeta­
tive cover, V
Soil and knoll erodibility, V, is obtained simply by mul­
tiplying soil erodibility, I, (Table 1 ) by knoll erodibility, 
IB, (Fig. 1) if a knoll or hill is involved. For level land 
or slopes longer than 500 feet, I8 is equal to 1 0 0 %; there­
fore, I =  V.
The soil ridge roughness factor, K', is expressed in 
terms of height of standard soil ridges spaced at right
Fig. 4— C hart to determ ine soil ridge roughness factor K ' from 
the soil ridge roughness K ,.
Fig. 5— W in d  erosion clim atic factor C ' (per cent) fo r Kansas 
and parts of N ebraska, Colorado, O klahom a, N ew  M exico, 
and Texas. Sim ilar maps fo r o th er parts o f the USA are 
available from  the E rosion Research Laboratory at M anhat­
tan, Kans.
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Fig. 6— C hart to  determ ine V  from  R ' o r  R ' from  V of live or 
dead small grain crops in seedling and stooling stage, above 
the surface of the ground , for crop in 3-inch-deep furrow  (as 
created by a deep fu rrow  d rill)  and on sm ooth ground.
angles to the wind and with a height-spacing ratio of 1:4 
(1 8 ). The rate of soil flow varies with ridge height, degree 
of cloddiness of ridges, and wind velocity ( 1 ). The rela­
tionship between soil flow and ridge height, within pre­
scribed limits, follows an approxim ate catenary curve. 
Ridges 2 to 4 inches high are most effective in controlling 
erosion. Rate of flow increases with ridges greater than 4 
inches or less than 2  inches high. Figure 4 presents a curve 
for obtaining the equivalent soil ridge roughness factor, 
K', from a measure of Kr. The curve is based on a design 
velocity of 50 miles/hour at 50-foot height with wind 
direction at 45 degress to the ridges.
The local w ind erosion climatic factor, C', has been 
developed from the relationship stating that rate o f  soil 
flow varies directly as the cube o f  the wind velocity and 
inversely as the square o f  the effective moisture or for 
reasons stated previously, the P-E index. The climatic fac­
tor was computed from the equation
C  =  34.483 ■
( P - E ) 2 * -0
where v =  mean annual wind velocity for a particular 
geographic location corrected to a standard height of 30 
feet and P-E =  Thomthwaite’s P-E ratio =  1 0 (P /E ) =  
115(P,/T — 10)1-111. Factor C' has been computed for 
many locations throughout the USA. A map giving general 
ranges of values of C' for the western half of the USA 
will be found in a previous publication ( 1 0 ). Detailed 
maps have also been prepared and are available from the 
Erosion Research Laboratory at Manhattan, Kans. Figure 5 
is such a map for the center of the "dust bowl” area of 
the 1930’s.
The equivalent field length, L', is the unsheltered dis­
tance across the field along the prevailing wind erosion 
direction, thus L' =  D f — D b.
The equivalent vegetative cover variable, V, is obtained 
by m u ltip ly in g  the variables R', S, and K,, =  f(R ') 
together. Values of V have been computed for various 
kinds and amounts of residue and are presented in Fig. 
6 , 7, and 8 .
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Fig. 7— C hart to  determ ine V  from  R ' o r  R ' from  V of stand­
ing and flat anchored small grain  stubble w ith any row  
w idth up to  10 inches, including stover.
Fig. 8— C hart to determ ine V from  R ’ o r R ' from  V of stand­
ing and flat grain  sorghum  stubble of average stalk thickness, 
leafiness, and quantity  of tops on the ground.
R E L A T IO N SH IP S  B E T W E E N  V A R IA B L E S
The general functional relationship between the depend­
ent variable, E, the potential average annual soil loss in 
tons per acre per annum, and the equivalent variables may 
be expressed as
E =  f ( I ' , C ' , K ' , L ' , V ) .  [2 ]
Mathematical relationships have been established between 
individual variables. However, because o f  the complexity 
o f these relations, e.g., the relation between E and V is 
an exponential equation o f  the form  E =  f ( e v ) w hile that 
between E and L' is a power equation o f  the form  E =  
f (L ' —  b ) D, a single equation expressing E as a function  
o f the 5 dependent variables has not yet been derived. 
The equation can be solved in the fo llow ing 5 steps, the 
latter 2 involving graphical solutions, w ith each step evalu­
ating the effect o f  an additional variable.
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Step 1— Determine erodibility Ej =  I' that would occur 
from a wide, isolated, smooth, unsheltered, bare field hav­
ing a determined percentage of dry aggregates greater than 
0.84 mm in diameter and located under climatic conditions 
as at Garden City, Kans.
Step 2— Account for effect o f roughness, K', and find 
erodibility E? =  1' X  K'.
Step 3-—Account for effect of local wind velocity and 
surface soil moisture, C', and find erodibility Es =  I' X 
K' X C'. ' '
Step 4—Account for effect of length of field, L', and 
determine E4 =  I' X K' X O' x f ( L ' ) .  Determination 
of E4 is not a simple multiplication because L', I'K'C', 
and I'K' are all interrelated. A graphical solution of this 
portion of the equation is given in Fig. 9.
Step 5— Account for effect of vegetative cover, V', and 
determine the actual annual erosion for a specific field, 
Ea =  E =  V X K' X C' X f(L ') X f (V ') .  Here 
again the relationships among E4, V', and E are not simple. 
A graphical solution is given in Fig. 10.
In considering the significance of the value of E, the 
potential annual erosion determined in these 5 steps, it is 
important to recall that the first step was to determine the 
erodibility of a wide, bare, smooth field having a certain 
cloddiness as if it were located at Garden City, Kans., dur­
ing 1954-56 when there were 38 seasonal, (January 1 to
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April 30) severe duststorms and 61 annual storms. The 
next 4 steps then adjust this erodibility in accordance with 
specific roughness, climatic, field length, and vegetative 
cover conditions. Thus, even though average annual values 
of certain factors such as wind velocity may be used in 
the computations, the equation actually evaluates the erodi­
bility of a field having certain L', K', and V values in 
terms of what it would have been during severe soil blow­
ing time. Therefore, when the equation is used to design 
erosion control measures, as is done in subsequent sections 
of this paper, the design is based on actual erosive condi­
tion, not averages.
APPLICATIONS OF THE EQUATION
The wind erosion equation can be used to estimate the 
potential average annual soil loss, E, or solved in reverse 
to determine the condition of any one of P , K', L', or V 
needed to control erosion. The only conditions that cannot 
be controlled are those associated with the climatic variable, 
C'. Examples of use of the equation follow to (i)  deter­
mine potential average annual soil loss, E, (ii) determine 
vegetative cover needed to control erosion at a tolerable 
level, and (iii) determine width of strips needed to control 
erosion at a tolerable level.
Determining Potential Average Annual Soil Loss, E
A. C o n d i t i o n s
Assume a large field with a 2,640-foot north-south width, mostly 
flat but with a significant knoll with an average windward slope 
of }%  located in the vicinity of Pratt, Kans. The field has 800 lb / 
acre of cleaned, air-dry, flat wheat stubble. Dry sieving indicated 
25% of soil fractions were > 0 .8 4  mm in diameter. There is a 
60-foot-high shelterbelt on the south side of the field. There are 
no ridges, so soil ridge roughness equals zero.
B. S t e p s  t o  D e t e r m i n e  E 
1) Determine Ei =  I '. Use Table 1: 1 =  86 tons/acre per annum.
Fig. 9— C hart to determ ine soil loss E, =  I 'K 'C 'L ' from  soil 
loss E3 =  I 'K ' and E:> =  I 'K 'C ' and from  unsheltered d is­
tance L ' across the field.
0.5 0,8 I 2 3 4 5 $ 8 10 ZO 30 <0 60 80100 200 300
E4= I'lCC'C t TO NS/ACRE/ANNUM)
Fig. 10— C hart to determ ine soil loss E =  I 'K 'C 'L 'V  from  soil 
loss Ei =  I 'K 'C 'L ' and from  the vegetative cover factor, V. 
The chart can be used in  reverse to determ ine V needed to 
reduce soil loss to any degree.
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Use Fig. 1 to determine I,. I. =  145% for top of knoll, 130% 
for windward slope, and 100% for rest of field. To be safe, 
use 145% ; therefore, Ei =  I X  !■ =  86 X 1-45 ■= 125 
tons/acre per annum.
2) Determine E, =  I 'K '. Use Fig. 4 to determine K '. K ' =  1.0. 
E a =  125 X 1 — 125 tons/acre per annum.
3) Determine Ej —  I'K 'C '. Use Fig. 5 to determine C '. C ' =  
50%  for vicinity of Pratt, Kansas. E« =  125 X 1 X .50 =  
62.5 tons/acre per annum.
4) Determine Ei =  I ',  K ', C ', f (L ')
a) Determine prevailing wind erosion direction from Fig. 2. 
M ap shows 8° deviation from N-S direction for Dodge 
City and 4° deviation for W ichita; therefore, Pratt would 
have about 6° deviation west of south.
b) Determine distance Df from Fig. 3. Df =  2,750 feet.
c) Determine L ' by subtracting D t. Du, as stated earlier, equals 
10 times the height of the barrier or 10 X 60 =  600 feet. 
L' =  Df — Db =  2,750 — 600 =  2,150 feet.
d) Use Fig. 9 to obtain E» .=  I ', K ', C', f ( L ') .  Cut out mov­
able Es —  I’K 'C ' scale. Place it along Ei =  I 'K ' ordinate 
so that 62.5 on movable scale coincides with 125 on ordi­
nate. Move to right, down along curved 125 line to inter­
section of L' =  2,150 feet, then move horizontally left to 
movable Es scale and read Et =  I ',  K ', C', f (L ')  =  60 
tons/acre per annum.
5) Determine E« =  E =  I ', K ', C ', f ( L ') ,  f (V )
a) Determine V from Fig. 7. V =  2,500 equivalent lb/acre.
b) Use Fig. 10 to determine E* =  E. Start with Et =  60 on 
abscissa of Fig. 10. Move vertically upward to intersection 
of V =  2,500, then move horizontally to  left to ordinate, 
E. E =  25 tons/acre.
If the knoll had not been on the field, Ei would have equalled 
86 instead of 125 and the equation would give a final erodibility, 
E, of 15 tons/acre per annum. Thus erodibility, although quite 
high on the entire field, was substantially greater when evaluated 
for the knoll condition.
D eterm ining Vegetative Cover, R', N eeded to Control 
Erosion at a T olerable Level
A. C o n d i t i o n s
E i =  I ' =  86 tons/acre per annum (I  =  86 and It with no 
knolls =  100% )
K ' =  1.0 (K , =  0)
C ' =  50%
L' =  2,200 feet (prevailing wind direction from south and no 
barriers)
S =  small grain stubble 
Ko =  flat
E =  tolerable soil loss = : 5 tons/acre per annum. (W hat con­
stitutes a tolerable loss varies with kind of crop, economic 
choice, and soil reserves. Five tons per acre is more or less 
a judgement value based on present knowledge of erosive 
effects.)
B. S t e p s  t o  D e t e r m i n e  R'
1) Determine Ei =  86 X  1.0 =  86 tons/acre per annum.
2) Determine Ei =  86 X 1.0 X -5 =  43 tons/acre per annum.
3) Determine E« from Fig. 9. Ei — 40 tons/acre per annum.
4) Determine V using Fig. 10 and a tolerable E of 5 tons/acre 
per annum. Enter ordinate E of Fig. 10 at 5. Proceed horizon­
tally to intersection of Ei s z  40 and read V =  4,500 equiva­
lent lb/acre.
5) Determine R' needed by using Fig. 7 (flat small grain stubble). 
R ' =  1,200 lb /acre which is the amount required to reduce 
the erosion to a 5-ton/acre per annum level.
D eterm ining W idth o f Strips N eeded  
to Control Erosion
A. C o n d i t i o n s
Assume same field conditions as previous example except that 
it is decided that it would be possible to maintain only 800 lb /  
acre of vegetative cover and it was decided to use a combination 
of this vegetative cover and field strips to control erosion. The 
problem, therefore, is to determine required width of strips, L', 
needed to reduce soil loss to 5 tons/acre per annum.
B. St e p s  t o  D e t e r m i n e  L'
1) Determine Ea =  86 X  1-0 =  86 tons/acre per annum.
2) Determine E, =  86 X  1-0 X  5 =  43 tons/acre per annum.
3) Determine Y  from Fig. 7. V =  2,500 equivalent lb/acre.
4) Determine E» from Fig. 10 for a tolerable E of 5 tons/acre
per annum. Enter ordinate E at 5, proceed horizontally to right 
to V =  2,500, then move vertically downward to E* =  18 
tons/acre per annum.
5) Determine L ' from Fig. 9. Place Eo =  43 on movable scale 
so it coincides with E« =  86. Find E» =  18 on movable scale 
and from this point move horizontally to right to intersection 
of curved line coming down from point (43, 86), then pro­
ceed vertically downward to L' =  150 feet.
The wind erosion equation can be used to consider other pos­
sible conditions or combinations of conditions that could be used 
to most effectively control erosion. The preceding examples serve 
only to illustrate possible applications.
N E E D E D  R ESEA RC H
The general framework o f the wind erosion equation 
has been developed but many details are still lacking. 
Further research is needed to more thoroughly evaluate 
some o f  the primary variables that influence wind erosion 
— especially the interacting influence o f combinations o f  
these variables.
M ore information is needed on the influence o f different 
implements on soil cloddiness, soil ridge roughness, and 
vegetative cover. This information w ould be important in  
prescribing effective methods o f  tillage to control erosion.
Information is needed on the average distance, D b, o f  
full and partial protection from w ind erosion afforded by 
barriers o f various widths and spacings in various geo­
graphic locations and for various soils.
Prevailing wind erosion direction needs to be determined 
for areas outside o f the Great Plains.
Better information on surface soil moisture in relation 
to climatic conditions is also needed to improve the reli­
ability o f the climatic factor, C'. T he Thornthwaite Index 
can be considered only as a rough estimate o f  moisture 
conditions. Climatic factor, C',  also should be computed 
on a monthly or seasonal basis to permit better evaluation 
o f short-time, highly erosive periods.
Seasonal and annual soil erodibility, I, based on dry siev­
ing, needs to be determined for various soil types wherever 
w ind erosion is a problem.
Information is also needed on values o f  vegetative cover 
factor, S, and orientation, K0, for crops other than those 
already investigated.
Further information on any one or all o f  these factors 
w ill help to eliminate weaknesses and increase the accuracy 
and usefulness o f the w ind erosion equation.
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USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area A EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
4.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
A
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Jarvis Creek Floodplain 
Donnelly Training Area East
875 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 24.7 Yrs in ^  q  Sum Period Erosion: 24.7 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
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Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Aerator, surface F 0 0% 0 0 0.75 68 5 17 0 0 0.60
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 68 17 0 0 0.60
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.60
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.60
"™?0/2/2013l Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 r o i T 1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area A EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: A
Crop Rotation: Jarvis Creek Floodplain Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 4 Field Direction (NS/EW):
_ _
Field Width (Ft.): 875
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 24.7 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 24.7 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w W (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 3500 0 25.4 1.1 1.00 0.28
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 3500 22 25^0 1.1 1.00 0.28
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 3500 17 25.1 63.8 1.00 16.02
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.94 0.0 12.2 1.010 884 17 20.3 9.3 1.00 1.88
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 9(U) 0 0 1.00 0.74 0.0 7.2 1.010 884 54 14.0 0.1 "Too~ 0.02
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.74 67.5 6.4 2.490 2179 54 17.5 0.2 , _ 1.00 0.04
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 2179 34 25.2 24.4 1.00 6.14
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ S/27/2014 Area A EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
4.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
A
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Jarvis Creek Floodplain 
Donnelly Training Area East
875 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 24.7 Yrs in ^ q  Sum Period Erosion: 24.7 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Aerator, surface F 0 0% 0 0 0.75 68 5 17 0 0 0.60
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 68 17 0 0 0.60
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.60
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.60
"™?0/2/2013l Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 r o i T 1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area A EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: A
Crop Rotation: Jarvis Creek Floodplain Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 4 Field Direction (NS/EW):
_ _
Field Width (Ft.): 875
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 24.7 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 24.7 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) W (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w W (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 3500 0 25.4 1.1 1.00 0.28
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 3500 22 25^0 1.1 1.00 0.28
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 3500 17 25.1 63.8 1.00 16.02
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.94 0.0 12.2 1.010 884 17 20.3 9.3 1.00 1.88
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.74 0.0 7.2 1.010 884 54 14 0 0.1 "Too~ 0.02
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.74 67.5 6.4 2.490 2179 54 17.5 0.2 , _ 1.00 0.04
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 2179 34 25.2 24.4 1.00 6.14
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area B NS-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP_________
C ro p  Rot: Gravel Road___________________
Location: Donnelly Training Area East
Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA 
Field Width (Ft.):
Field Direction (NS/EW ):
________ Adjusted Soil "I":
Tract: Field: B
45
NS
86
Tillage Direct (N S/EW ): NS
Length/Width Ratio: 6.0
Site "C "  Value: 32
Irrigated? (y or n): 
W ind Erodibility G roup: (1-7)
A verage Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 5.7 Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 5.7 (tons/ac)Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 r o i o T 1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area B NS-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: I Field: B
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C" Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 45
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 ! (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 5.7 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 5.7 |(t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (id.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) [%) W (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 0 5.1 1.1 1.00 0.06
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 22 5.0 1.1 1.00 0.06
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 21 5.6 63.8 1.00 3.56
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 180 21 11.1 9.3 1.00 1.03
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 9(U) 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 180 54 8.5 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 54 2.8 0.2 1.00 0.01
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 34 4.0 24.4 1.00 0.98
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area B NS-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS -  WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Tract: Field: B
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP Field Width (Ft.): 45 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): NS Irrigated? (y or n): N
C ro p  Rot: Gravel Road w/ Snow Field Direction (NS/EW ): NS Length/Width Ratio: 6.0 W ind Erodibility G roup: 4 (1-7)
| Location: Donnelly Training Area East Adjusted Soil "1": 86 Site "C "  Value: 32
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 1.3 Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 1.3 (tons/ac)Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
" l o ^ o i F 1Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 " T o t T 1 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area B NS-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: B
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 45
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I”: 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 1.3 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 1.3 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of ■ r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" ”V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) w (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) («) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 0 5.1 1.1 1.00 0.06
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 22 5.0 1.1 1.00 0.06
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 21 4.1 1.1 1.00 0.05
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90^0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 180 21 11.1 9.3 1.00 1.03
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 180 54 8.5 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 54 2.8 0.2 1.00 0.01
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 34 3.6 2.7 1.00 0.10
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 3063 0.0 21.7 1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area B NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP_________
C ro p  Rot: Gravel Road___________________
Location: Donnelly Training Area East
Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA 
Field Width (Ft.):
Field Direction (NS/EW ):
________ Adjusted Soil "I":
45
NS
86
Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
Length/Width Ratio: 
Site "C "  Value:
T ra c t :________ Field: B
EW Irrigated? (y or n):
6.0 W ind Erodibility G roup: (1-7)
32
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 5.7 Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 5.7 (tons/ac)Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
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(Ib/ac)
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R
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 r o i o T 1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area B NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: I Field: B
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C" Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 45
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 ! (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 5.7 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 5.7 |(t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of ■ r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) w (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w W (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 0 5.1 1.1 1.00 0.06
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 22 5.0 1.1 1.00 0.06
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 21 5.6 63.8 1.00 3.56
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 180 21 11.1 9.3 1.00 1.03
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 180 54 8.5 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 54 2.8 0.2 1.00 0.01
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 34 4.0 24.4 1.00 0.98
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ S/27/2014 Area B NS-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS -  WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Tract: Field: B
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP Field Width (Ft.): 45 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): EW Irrigated? (y or n): N
C ro p  Rot: Gravel Road w/ Snow Field Direction (NS/EW ): NS Length/Width Ratio: 6.0 W ind Erodibility G roup: 4 (1-7)
| Location: Donnelly Training Area East Adjusted Soil "1": 86 Site "C "  Value: 32
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 1.3 Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 1.3 (tons/ac)Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
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(name)
Operation
(name)
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
" l o ^ o i F 1Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 " T o t T 1 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area B NS-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: B
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 45
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 1.3 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 1.3 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random
■
Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" ”V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (id.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 0 5.1 1.1 1.00 0.06
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 22 5.0 1.1 1.00 0.06
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 67^5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 21 4.1 1.1 1.00 0.05
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 67 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 180 21 11.1 9.3 1.00 1.03
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 180 54 8.5 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 54 2.8 0.2 1.00 0.01
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 34 3.6 2.7 1.00 0.10
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 50 3063 0.0 21.7 1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C NS-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET V e r s i o n  9 .0 0  1-1 2 -2 0 0 5
P ro d u c e r: 
P lann er: 
C ro p  R ot: 
Lo ca tio n :
Fort Wainwright Range Control C lim a te  Data Statio n: 
Field  W id th  (F t.): 
Field  D ire ctio n  (N S / E W ): 
A d ju ste d  Soil " I" :
AK, BIG D E LTA T ra c t :
NS
6.0
32
Fie ld :
rig a te d ?
rodib ility
C
Steven R. Becker, C EP  
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tilla g e  D ire c t (N S / E W ): 
NS Length/W idth R atio: 
86 Site " C "  V a lu e :
Ii
W in d  E
y  or n ): 
G ro u p :
N
4 (1-7)
A v e ra g e  A n n u a l W in d  E ro s io n  (t/ac): 4.4 Yrs in ^ g  Sum Period Erosion: 4.4 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
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Crop
(name)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 ro ioT1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C NS-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: c
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 4.4 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 4.4 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" " V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 0 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 22 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 21 4.2 63.8 1.00 2.70
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 140 21 9.4 9.3 1.00 0.87
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 9(U) 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 140 54 7.2 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 54 2.0 0.2 ^ 1.00 0.00
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 34 3.0 24.4 1.00 0.73
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C NS-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS -  WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET V e r s io n  9 .0 0  1-1 2 -2 0 0 5
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "1":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
C
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road w / Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 1 .1 Yrsin ^  g  Sum Period Erosion: 1 . 1  (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 " T o t T 1 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C NS-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: c
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road w1 Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 1.1 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 1.1 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of ■r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" " V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w [%) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 0 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 22 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 21 3.0 1.1 1.00 0.03
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90^ 0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 140 21 9.4 9.3 1.00 0.87
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 140 54 7.2 0.1 ,_T o o ~ 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 54 2.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 34 2.6 2.7 1.00 0.07
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 3063 0.0 21.7 1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ S/27/2014 Area C NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET V e r s io n  9 .0 0  1-1 2 -2 0 0 5
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
C
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 4.4 Yrs in ^ g  Sum Period Erosion: 4.4 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
TJo
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 r o i o T 1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: c
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 4.4 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 4.4 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" " V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) w (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w w (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 0 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 22 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 21 4.2 63.8 1.00 2.70
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 140 21 9.4 9.3 1.00 0.87
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 9(U) 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 140 54 7.2 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 54 2.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 34 3.0 24.4 1.00 0.73
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C NS-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS -  WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "1":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
C
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road w/ Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 1.1 Yrsin ^ g  Sum Period Erosion: 1 .1  (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
TJoc
o £  
o ^  
Z  i
(#)
vi01
bc
ra
u.
(% )
c01
I
2 is 
.2 ^  
>- <
(% )
Yield
(units/ac)
01 2  o> a
2  a tx I
(in)
O)
S, s 
2  2. 
CC </)
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cVI o 01
BC c 
-  2 VI 01 UJ BC.
(fact)
k.. «  tfl s  a» ra 
*  S
t!UJ Q
(Ib/ac)
■OB30
O S
v! o UJ (J
(% )
SGe Dry 
Residue
(Ib/ac)
Green
Dry
Matter
(Ib/ac)
e901I- £
O e 
* oa  2
tf> O
(Ib/ac)
VIVI
E 2 o £
T J OI C 3 ra o 
BC BC
(in)
1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/V/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 " T o t T 1 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C NS-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: c
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 1.1 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 1.1 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random
■
Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" " V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (id.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w [%) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 0 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 22 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 21 3.0 1.1 1.00 0.03
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 r  4.000 140 21 9.4 9.3 1.00 0.87
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 140 54 7.2 0.1 ,_T o o ~ 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 54 2.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 34 2.6 2.7 1.00 0.07
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 3063 0.0 21.7 1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ S/27/2014 Area C EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET V e r s io n  9 .0 0  1-1 2 -2 0 0 5
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
C
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 4 .4 Yrs in ^ g  Sum Period Erosion: 4.4 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
TJo
c° <£ 
o j  Z i(#)
vi01
bc
ra
in(%)
c01
I
2 is.£ "o' >- <(%) Yield(units/ac)
01 Z  u> a2 a tx I
(in)
O)
s, e 
2 2. CL </)
(in)
cVI oOi -
BC c 
-  2 VI Oi UJ BC.
(fact)
Lm . «  trt V a» ra 
*  S
t!UJ Q
(Ib/ac)
■OB30
O S
v! o UJ (J
(% )
SGe Dry 
Residue
(Ib/ac)
Green
Dry
Matter
(Ib/ac)
e9OiI- £
0  e
01 g O 2(/> o
(Ib/ac)
VIVI
E 2 o £-O OIc 3 
ra o 
BC BC
(in)
1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 r o i o T 1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: c
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 4.4 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 4.4 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" " V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 0 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 22 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 21 4.2 63.8 1.00 2.70
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 140 21 9.4 9.3 1.00 0.87
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 140 54 7.2 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 54 2.0 0.2 ^ 1.00 0.00
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 34 3.0 24.4 1.00 0.73
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C EW-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
N R C S  -  W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T V e r s i o n  9 .0 0  1-1 2 -2 0 0 5
P ro d u c e r: 
P lann er: 
C ro p  R ot: 
Lo ca tio n :
Fort Wainwright Range Control C lim a te  Data Statio n: 
Field  W id th  (F t.): 
Field  D ire ctio n  (N S / E W ): 
A d ju ste d  Soil "1":
AK, BIG D E LTA T ra c t:
NS
6.0
32
Fie ld :
rig a te d ?
ro dib ility
C
Steven R. Becker, C EP  
Gravel Road w / Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tilla g e  D ire c t (N S / E W ): 
EW  Length/W idth R atio: 
86 Site " C "  V a lu e :
h
W in d  E
y or n ): 
G ro u p :
N
4 (1-7)
A v e ra g e  A n n u a l W in d  E ro s io n  (t/ac): 0.7 Y r s  in   ^ q Sum P e r io d  E r o s i o n :  0.7 (tons/ac) 
R o t a t io n :
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
TJoc
° £
o t:Z i
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M01
bc
rau.
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c01
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2 1 .2 "o' >- <
(%)
Yield
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01 2  u> a2 a 
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S, s 
2 2. 
CL </)
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cVI o 0)
BC c 
*i 2VI 0) UJ BC.
(fact)
tm . «tfl tsoi ra * S
t!UJ Q
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SGe Dry 
Residue
(Ib/ac)
Green
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Matter
(Ib/ac)
e9mI- £
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* oa  2
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(Ib/ac)
VI
VI
E 2 
o £
T J OI 
C 3 ra o 
BC BC
(in)
1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/V/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C EW-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: c
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.7 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.7 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of " P Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L” "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (id.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) w (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 0 8.8 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 22 8.6 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 21 7.4 1.1 1.00 0.08
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4 000 140 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90^0 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 35 21 2.7 9.3 1.00 0.25
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 35 54 1.8 0.1 ,_ 1.00 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 54 5.2 0.2 1.00 0.01
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 34 6.4 2.7 1.00 0.17
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 3063 0.0 21.7 1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C EW-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 2
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Rniinhn (><;<;
Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of "I" Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) ( « ) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (%) (t/ac)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C EW-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 3
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Rniinhn (><;<;
Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of "I" Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) ( « ) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (%) (t/ac)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
C
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 8.2 Yrs in ^  q  Sum Period Erosion: 8.2 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
TJoc° £ 
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(Ib/ac)
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E 2 o £
-O OIc 3 
ra o 
BC BC
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 ro ioT1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C EW-EW WEQ. Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: c
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 8.2 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 8.2 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (id.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w W (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 0 8.8 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 22 8.6 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 21 9.4 63.8 1.00 5.99
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 35 21 2.7 9.3 "Too” 0.25
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 35 54 1.8 0.1 1.00 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 54 5.2 0.2 ^ 1.00 0.01
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 34 ^  7.0 24.4 1.00 1.71
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ S/27/2014 Area C EW-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "1":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
C
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road w/ Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.7 Yrs in ^ q  Sum Period Erosion: 0.7 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
TJoc° £
o t:Z i(#)
M01
bcra
u.(%)
c01I 2 1 .2 "o' >- <(%) Yield(units/ac)
01 2  o> a2 a tx I
(in)
O)S, s 2 2. 
CL </)
(in)
cVI o 01
BC c •i 2VI 01 UJ BC.
(fact)
tm . «tfl tsoi ra * St!UJ Q
(Ib/ac)
■OB30
O S
v! o UJ (J
(% )
SGe Dry 
Residue
(Ib/ac)
Green
Dry
Matter
(Ib/ac)
e
901I- £
O e 
* oa  2
tf> O
(Ib/ac)
VI
VI
E 2 o £
TJ  OI C 3 ra o 
BC BC
(in)
1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/V/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area C EW-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: c
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.7 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.7 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L” "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) W (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) w (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 0 8.8 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 22 8.6 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 21 7.4 1.1 1.00 0.08
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4 000 140 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 35 21 2.7 9.3 1.00 0.25
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 35 54 1.8 0.1 ,_ 1.00 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 54 5.2 0.2 1.00 0.01
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 34 6.4 2.7 1.00 0.17
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 3063 0.0 21.7 1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D NS-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET V e r s io n  9 .0 0  1-1 2 -2 0 0 5
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
D
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 4 .4 Yrs in ^ g  Sum Period Erosion: 4 .4  (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 ro ioT1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D NS-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: D
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 4.4 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 4.4 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" " V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w w (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 0 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 22 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 21 4.2 63.8 1.00 2.70
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 140 21 9.4 9.3 1.00 0.87
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 9(U) 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 140 54 7.2 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 54 2.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 34 3.0 24.4 1.00 0.730 0 0000000000000000000
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D NS-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "1":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
D
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road w/ Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 1.1 Yrsin ^ g  Sum Period Erosion: 1.1 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
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(name)
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/V/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 " T o t T 1 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D NS-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: D
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibiiity Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 1.1 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 1.1 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of ■ r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" " V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 0 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 22 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 21 3.0 1.1 1.00 0.03
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90^0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 r  4.000 140 21 9.4 9.3 1.00 0.87
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 140 54 7.2 0.1 ,_T o o ~ 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 54 2.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 34 2.6 2.7 1.00 0.07
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 3063 0.0 21.7 1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ S/27/2014 Area D NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
D
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 4.4 Yrs in ^ g  Sum Period Erosion: 4.4 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
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(name)
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 ro ioT1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: D
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 4.4 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 4.4 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" " V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 0 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 22 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 21 4.2 63.8 1.00 2.70
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 140 21 9.4 9.3 1.00 0.87
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 140 54 7.2 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 54 2.0 0.2 ^1.00 0.00
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 34 3.0 24.4 1.00 0.73
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D NS-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS -  WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "1":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
D
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road w/ Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 1.0 Yrs in ^ q  Sum Period Erosion: 1.0 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 " T o t T 1 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/3/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D NS-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: D
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 1.0 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 1.0 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random
■
Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" " V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 0 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 22 3.8 1.1 1.00 0.04
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 67J5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 21 3.0 1.1 1.00 0.03
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 52 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 90.0 12.2 r  4.000 140 21 9.4 9.3 1.00 0.87
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 90.0 7.2 4.000 140 54 7.2 0.1 1.00 0.01
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 54 2.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/2 10/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 34 2.6 0.2 "Too” 0.01
10/3 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 39 3063 0.0 24.2 "Too- 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ S/27/2014 Area D EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  -  W E Q  I N P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
D
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 8.2 Yrs in ^  q  Sum Period Erosion: 8.2 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 ro ioT1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: D
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 8.2 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 8.2 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w W (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 0 8.8 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 22 8.6 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 21 9.4 63.8 1.00 5.99
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 35 21 2.7 9.3 " T o o ” 0.25
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 9(U) 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 35 54 1.8 0.1 1.00 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 54 5.2 0.2 ^1.00 0.01
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 34 ^  7.0 24.4 1.00 1.71
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D EW-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
N R C S  -  W E Q  I N P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
D
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road w/ Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.7 Yrs in ^ q  Sum Period Erosion: 0.7 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 250 16 0 0 0 0.40
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 143 10 33 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 143 24 2000 3039 040
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 143 33 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 " T o o n 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 43 2000 3009 0.40
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 250 16 0.40
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D EW-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: D
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site ”C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.7 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.7 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of " P Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L” "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in ) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 0 7.5 1.1 1.00 0.08
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 34 8.5 1.1 1.00 0.09
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 33 "" 7.3 1.1 1.00 0.08
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4 000 140 3064 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 r ~ 90.0 _ 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 35 33 2.7 9.3 1.00 0.25
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 35 54 1.8 0.1 " T o o ~ 0.00
10/1 10/15/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 54 5.2 2.9 1.00 0.15
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 3051 0.0 21.7 " T o o ~ 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  -  W E Q  I N P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
D
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 8.2 Yrs in ^  q  Sum Period Erosion: 8.2 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
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(name)
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 r o i o T 1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: D
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 8.2 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 8.2 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 0 8.8 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 22 8.6 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 21 9.4 63.8 1.00 5.99
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 35 21 2.7 9.3 "Too- 0.25
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 35 54 1.8 0.1 1.00 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 54 5.2 0.2 ^ 1.00 0.01
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 34 "  7.0 24.4 1.00 1.71
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D EW-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS -  WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW): 
Adjusted Soil "1":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
D
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road w/ Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.7 Yrs in ^ q  Sum Period Erosion: 0.7 (tons/ac) Rotation:
C r o p  a n d  O p e r a t i o n  M a n a g e m e n t R e c o r d s / R e s i d u e  C a l c u l a t i o n s  ( g r e e n  a n d  d r y )
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
" l o ^ o i F 1Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area D EW-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ CALCULATIONS Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: D
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.7 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.7 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of "I" Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L” "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 0 8.8 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 22 8.6 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 21 7.4 1.1 1.00 0.08
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4 000 140 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 35 21 2.7 9.3 1.00 0.25
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 35 54 1.8 0.1 " 1.00 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 54 5.2 0.2 1.00 0.01
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 34 6.4 2.7 1.00 0.17
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 3063 0.0 21.7 "  1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area E NS-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
E
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Winter Trail
Donnelly Training Area East
115 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.0 Yrs in ^ q  Sum Period Erosion: 0.0 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
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1/1/2013 Start Rotation - - 1 6 - 2000 67 0 0 0 0.40
1/2/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Overwinter loss F 1 6 0.60 1200 50 3339 0 0 0.30
5/1/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Seeder, corrugated packer F 1 6 095 1140 49 3173 50 87 0.40
5/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3173 50 87 0.40
5/30/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 30 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3169 100 175 0.40
6/15/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 45 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3114 1000 1982 0.40
6/30/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 60 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
7/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 75 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
10/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Harvest -50% 1 ton/ac 1 6 1.00 2000 67 5476 0 0 0.40
10/16/2013 Snow Cover Grow 1 6 1.00 2000 5356 2000 2668 0.40
12/31/2013 End Rotation 1 6 1.00 2000 67 0.40
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area E NS-NS WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: E
Crop Rotation: Winter Trail Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 115
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.0 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.0 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (Vac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.60 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 170 0 2.7 1.1 1.00 0.03
1/2 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.60 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 170 3339 0.0 64.9 1.00 0.00
5/1 05/15/13 0 86 9070 “ 1 6 0.97 0.86 90.0 12.2 4.000 460 3260 0.0 1.9 1.00 0.00
5/15 05/30/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 90.0 12.2 4 000 460 3260 0.0 2.0 1.00 0.00
5/30 06/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 460 3344 0.0 0.5 1.00 0.00
6/15 06/30/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 460 5096 0.0 0.3 1.00 0.00
6/30 07/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 460 6999 0.0 0.1 1.00 0.00
7/15 10/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.99 0.99 90.0 34.1 4,000 460 6999 0.0 7.6 1.00 0.00
10/15 10/16/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.64 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 128 5476 0.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/16 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.64 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 128 6999 0.0 21.5 ^ 1 .0 0 0.00
0 1 6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area E NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Tract: Field: E
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP Field Width (Ft.): 115 Tillage Direct (NS/EW): EW Irrigated? (y or n): N
C ro p  Rot: Winter Trail Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/Width Ratio: 6.0 W ind Erodibility G roup: 4 (1-7)
| Location: Donnelly Training Area East Adjusted Soil "I": 86 Site " C "  Value: 32
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.0 Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 0.0 (tons/ac)Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Start Rotation - - - 1 6 - 2000 67 0 0 0 0.40
1/2/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Overwinter loss F 1 6 0.60 1200 50 3339 0 0 0.30
5/1/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Seeder, corrugated packer F 1 6 095 1140 49 3173 50 87 0.40
5/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3173 50 87 0.40
5/30/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 30 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3169 100 175 0.40
6/15/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 45 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3114 1000 1982 0.40
6/30/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 60 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
7/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 75 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
10/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Harvest -50% 1 ton/ac 1 6 1.00 2000 67 5476 0 0 0.40
10/16/2013 Snow Cover Grow 1 6 1.00 2000 5356 2000 2668 0.40
12/31/2013 End Rotation 1 6 1.00 2000 67 0.40
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area E NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: E
Crop Rotation: Winter Trail Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 115
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.0 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.0 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random
■ ■
Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (In.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (Vac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 170 0 3.0 1.1 1.00 0.03
1/2 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 170 3339 0.0 64.9 1.00 0.00
5/1 05/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 90.0 12.2 4.000 460 3260 0.0 1.9 1.00 0.00
5/15 05/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 90.0 12.2 4 000 460 3260 0.0 2.0 1.00 0.00
5/30 06/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 460 3344 0.0 0.5 1.00 0.00
6/15 06/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 460 5096 0.0 0.3 1.00 0.00
6/30 07/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 460 6999 0.0 0.1 1.00 0.00
7/15 10/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.60 0.99 90.0 34.1 4,000 460 6999 0.0 7.6 1.00 0.00
10/15 10/16/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 128 5476 0.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/16 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 128 6999 0.0 21.5 ^ 1.00 0.00
0 1 6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area E EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
NRCS - WEQ INPUT WORKSHEET Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
E
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Winter Trail
Donnelly Training Area East
115 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
NS Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.0 Yrs in ^ q  Sum Period Erosion: 0.0 (tons/ac) Rotation:Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
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BC c
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(fact)
. 0> trt V oi ra 
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■aE
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(% )
SGe Dry 
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(Ib/ac)
Green
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Matter
(Ib/ac)
e9mI- £
O e 
* oa  2
V) CD
(Ib/ac)
VIVI
E 2O £  
T J OI 
C 3ra o 
BC BC
(in)
1/1/2013 Start Rotation - - 1 6 - 2000 67 0 0 0 0.40
1/2/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Overwinter loss F 1 6 0.60 1200 50 3339 0 0 0.30
5/1/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Seeder, corrugated packer F 1 6 095 1140 49 3173 50 87 0.40
5/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3173 50 87 0.40
5/30/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 30 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3169 100 175 0.40
6/15/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 45 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3114 1000 1982 0.40
6/30/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 60 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
7/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 75 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
10/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Harvest -50% 1 ton/ac 1 6 1.00 2000 67 5476 0 0 0.40
10/16/2013 Snow Cover Grow 1 6 1.00 2000 5356 2000 2668 0.40
12/31/2013 End Rotation 1 6 1.00 2000 67 0.40
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area E EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1 inooCN•CNJx—
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: E
Crop Rotation: Winter Trail Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 115
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.0 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.0 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random
■ ■
Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (In.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (Vac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 170 0 3.0 1.1 1.00 0.03
1/2 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 170 3339 0.0 64.9 1.00 0.00
5/1 05/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 90.0 12.2 4.000 460 3260 0.0 1.9 1.00 0.00
5/15 05/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 90.0 12.2 4 000 460 3260 0.0 2.0 1.00 0.00
5/30 06/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 460 3344 0.0 0.5 1.00 0.00
6/15 06/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 460 5096 0.0 0.3 1.00 0.00
6/30 07/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 460 6999 0.0 0.1 1.00 0.00
7/15 10/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.60 0.99 90.0 34.1 4,000 460 6999 0.0 7.6 1.00 0.00
10/15 10/16/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 128 5476 0.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/16 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 128 6999 0.0 21.5 ^ 1.00 0.00
0 1 6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area E EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Tract: Field: E
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP Field Width (Ft.): 115 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): EW Irrigated? (y or n): N
C ro p  Rot: Winter Trail Field Direction (NS/EW ): EW Length/Width Ratio: 6.0 W ind Erodibility G roup: 4 (1-7)
| Location: Donnelly Training Area East Adjusted Soil "I": 86 Site " C "  Value: 32
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 0.1 (tons/ac)
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
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Crop
(name)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Start Rotation - - - 1 6 - 2000 67 0 0 0 0.40
1/2/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Overwinter loss F 1 6 0.60 1200 50 3339 0 0 0.30
5/1/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Seeder, corrugated packer F 1 6 095 1140 49 3173 50 87 0.40
5/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3173 50 87 0.40
5/30/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 30 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3169 100 175 0.40
6/15/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 45 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3114 1000 1982 0.40
6/30/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 60 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
7/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 75 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
10/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Harvest -50% 1 ton/ac 1 6 1.00 2000 67 5476 0 0 0.40
10/16/2013 Snow Cover Grow 1 6 1.00 2000 5356 2000 2668 0.40
12/31/2013 End Rotation 1 6 1.00 2000 67 0.40
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area E EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: E
Crop Rotation: Winter Trail Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 115
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.1 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "K it" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) («) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 460 0 6.6 1.1 1.00 0.07
1/2 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.99 67.5 27.5 4.000 460 3339 o.’o 64.9 1.00 0.00
5/1 05/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 0.0 12.2 1.010 116 3260 0.0 1.9 1.00 0.00
5/15 05/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 0.0 12.2 1.010 116 3260 0.0 2.0 1.00 0.00
5/30 06/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 116 3344 0.0 0.5 1.00 0.00
6/15 06/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 0.0 13.3 1.010 116 5096 0.0 0.3 1.00 0.00
6/30 07/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 0.0 13.3 1.010 116 6999 0.0 0.1 1.00 0.00
7/15 10/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.60 0.99 0.0 34.1 1.110 128 6999 0.0 7.6 1.00 0.00
10/15 10/16/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 286 5476 0.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/16 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 286 6999 0.0 21.5 ^ 1.00 0.00
0 1 6
0
0
0
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0
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N R C S  - W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Tract: Field: F
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP Field Width (Ft.): 650 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): NS Irrigated? (y or n): N
C ro p  Rot: Bivouac Areas Field Direction (NS/EW ): NS Length/Width Ratio: 4.0 W ind Erodibility G roup: 4 (1-7)
| Location: Donnelly Training Area East Adjusted Soil "I": 86 Site " C "  Value: 32
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 0.1 (tons/ac)
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Start Rotation - - - 1 6 - 2000 67 0 0 0 0.40
1/2/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Overwinter loss F 1 6 0.60 1200 50 3339 0 0 0.30
5/1/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Seeder, corrugated packer F 1 6 095 1140 49 3173 50 87 0.40
5/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3173 50 87 0.40
5/30/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 30 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3169 100 175 0.40
6/15/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 45 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3114 1000 1982 0.40
6/30/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 60 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
7/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 75 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
10/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Harvest -50% 1 ton/ac 1 6 1.00 2000 67 5476 0 0 0.40
10/16/2013 Snow Cover Grow 1 6 1.00 2000 5356 2000 2668 0.40
12/31/2013 End Rotation 1 6 1.00 2000 67 0.40
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area F NS-NS WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: F
Crop Rotation: Bivouac Areas Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 4 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 650
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.1 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" ”V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.60 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 962 0 9.1 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/2 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.60 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 962 3339 0.0 64.9 1.00 0.00
5/1 05/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 90.0 12.2 4.000 2600 3260 0.0 1.9 1.00 0.00
5/15 05/30/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 90.0 12.2 4 000 2600 3260 0.0 2.0 1.00 0.00
5/30 06/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 2600 3344 0.0 0.5 1.00 0.00
6/15 06/30/13 0 86 Too ~ 1 6 0.97 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 2600 5096 0.0 0.3 1.00 0.00
6/30 07/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 2600 6999 0.0 0.1 1.00 0.00
7/15 10/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.99 0.99 90.0 34.1 4 000 2600 6999 0.0 7.6 1.00 0.00
10/15 10/16/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.64 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 722 5476 0.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/16 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.64 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 722 6999 0.0 21.5 ^ 1.00 0.00
0 1 6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area F NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Tract: Field: F
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP Field Width (Ft.): 650 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): EW Irrigated? (y or n): N
C ro p  Rot: Bivouac Areas Field Direction (NS/EW ): NS Length/Width Ratio: 4.0 W ind Erodibility G roup: 4 (1-7)
| Location: Donnelly Training Area East Adjusted Soil "I": 86 Site " C "  Value: 32
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 0.1 (tons/ac)
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Start Rotation - - - 1 6 - 2000 67 0 0 0 0.40
1/2/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Overwinter loss F 1 6 0.60 1200 50 3339 0 0 0.30
5/1/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Seeder, corrugated packer F 1 6 095 1140 49 3173 50 87 0.40
5/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3173 50 87 0.40
5/30/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 30 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3169 100 175 0.40
6/15/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 45 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3114 1000 1982 0.40
6/30/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 60 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
7/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 75 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
10/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Harvest -50% 1 ton/ac 1 6 1.00 2000 67 5476 0 0 0.40
10/16/2013 Snow Cover Grow 1 6 1.00 2000 5356 2000 2668 0.40
12/31/2013 End Rotation 1 6 1.00 2000 67 0.40
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area F NS-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: F
Crop Rotation: Bivouac Areas Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C'1 Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 4 Field Direction (NS/EW): NS Field Width (Ft.): 650
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see irvstr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.1 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of "I" Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" ”V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.86 22.5 27.5 1.480 962 0 9.5 1.1 1.00 0.11
1/2 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.99 22.5 27.5 1.480 962 3339 0.0 64.9 1.00 0.00
5/1 05/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 90.0 12.2 4.000 2600 3260 0.0 1.9 1.00 0.00
5/15 05/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 90.0 12.2 4 000 2600 3260 0.0 2.0 1.00 0.00
5/30 06/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.99 90.0 12.2 4.000 2600 3344 0.0 0.5 1.00 0.00
6/15 06/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 2600 5096 0.0 0.3 1.00 0.00
6/30 07/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 90.0 13.3 4.000 2600 6999 0.0 0.1 1.00 0.00
7/15 10/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.60 0.99 90.0 34.1 4 000 2600 6999 0.0 7.6 1.00 0.00
10/15 10/16/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.86 22.5 6.4 1.110 722 5476 0.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/16 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.99 22.5 6.4 1.110 722 6999 0.0 21.5 ^ 1.00 0.00
0 1 6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area F EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Tract: Field: F
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP Field Width (Ft.): 650 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): NS Irrigated? (y or n): N
C ro p  Rot: Bivouac Areas Field Direction (NS/EW ): EW Length/Width Ratio: 4.0 W ind Erodibility G roup: 4 (1-7)
| Location: Donnelly Training Area East Adjusted Soil "I": 86 Site "C" Value: 32
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 Yrs in 
Rotation:
1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 0.1 (tons/ac)
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Start Rotation - - - 1 6 - 2000 67 0 0 0 0.40
1/2/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Overwinter loss F 1 6 0.60 1200 50 3339 0 0 0.30
5/1/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Seeder, corrugated packer F 1 6 095 1140 49 3173 50 87 0.40
5/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3173 50 87 0.40
5/30/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 30 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3169 100 175 0.40
6/15/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 45 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3114 1000 1982 0.40
6/30/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 60 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
7/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 75 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
10/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Harvest -50% 1 ton/ac 1 6 1.00 2000 67 5476 0 0 0.40
10/16/2013 Snow Cover Grow 1 6 1.00 2000 5356 2000 2668 0.40
12/31/2013 End Rotation 1 6 1.00 2000 67 0.40
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area F EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: F
Crop Rotation: Bivouac Areas Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 4 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 650
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.1 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" ”V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) W (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.60 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 2600 0 12.1 1.1 1.00 0.13
1/2 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.60 0.99 67.5 27.5 4.000 2600 3339 0.0 64.9 1.00 0.00
5/1 05/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 0.0 12.2 1.010 657 3260 0.0 1.9 1.00 0.00
5/15 05/30/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 0.0 12.2 1.010 657 3260 0.0 2.0 1.00 0.00
5/30 06/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 657 3344 0.0 0.5 1.00 0.00
6/15 06/30/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 0.0 13.3 1.010 657 5096 0.0 0.3 1.00 0.00
6/30 07/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.97 0.86 0.0 13.3 1.010 657 6999 0.0 0.1 1.00 0.00
7/15 10/15/13 0 86 90.0 1 6 0.99 0.99 0.0 34.1 1.110 722 6999 0.0 7.6 1.00 0.00
10/15 10/16/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.64 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 1619 5476 0.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/16 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 1 6 0.64 0.99 67.5 6 4 2.490 1619 6999 0.0 21.5 ^ 1.00 0.000 1 6000000000000000
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area F EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Tract: Field: F
Planner: Steven R. Becker, CEP Field Width (Ft.): 650 Tillage Direct (NS/EW): EW Irrigated? (y or n): N
C ro p  Rot: Bivouac Areas Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/Width Ratio: 4.0 W ind Erodibility G roup: 4 (1-7)
| Location: Donnelly Training Area East Adjusted Soil "I": 86 Site "C" Value: 32
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 Yrs in 
Rotation:
1.0 Sum Period Erosion: 0.1 (tons/ac)
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
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1/1/2013 Start Rotation - - - 1 6 - 2000 67 0 0 0 0.40
1/2/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Overwinter loss F 1 6 0.60 1200 50 3339 0 0 0.30
5/1/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Seeder, corrugated packer F 1 6 095 1140 49 3173 50 87 0.40
5/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 15 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3173 50 87 0.40
5/30/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 30 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3169 100 175 0.40
6/15/2013 Pasture/Hay. spring 45 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3114 1000 1982 0.40
6/30/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 60 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
7/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring 75 Grow 1 6 1.00 1140 3059 2600 5836 0.40
10/15/2013 Pasture/Hay, spring Harvest -50% 1 ton/ac 1 6 1.00 2000 67 5476 0 0 0.40
10/16/2013 Snow Cover Grow 1 6 1.00 2000 5356 2000 2668 0.40
12/31/2013 End Rotation 1 6 1.00 2000 67 0.40
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area F EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: F
Crop Rotation: Bivouac Areas Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 4 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 650
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see irvstr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.1 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.1 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of "I" Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" ”V "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) W (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 2600 0 12.6 1.1 1.00 0.14
1/2 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.62 0.99 67.5 27.5 4.000 2600 3339 0.0 64.9 1.00 0.00
5/1 05/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 0.0 12.2 1.010 657 3260 0.0 1.9 1.00 0.00
5/15 05/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.86 0.0 12.2 1.010 657 3260 0.0 2.0 1.00 0.00
5/30 06/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.62 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 657 3344 0.0 0.5 1.00 0.00
6/15 06/30/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 0.0 13.3 1.010 657 5096 0.0 0.3 1.00 0.00
6/30 07/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.61 0.86 0.0 13.3 1.010 657 6999 0.0 0.1 1.00 0.00
7/15 10/15/13 0 86 0.0 1 6 0.60 0.99 0.0 34.1 1.110 722 6999 0.0 7.6 1.00 0.00
10/15 10/16/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 1619 5476 0.0 0.2 1.00 0.00
10/16 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 1 6 0.70 0.99 67.5 6 4 2.490 1619 6999 0.0 21.5 ^1 .0 0 0.00
0 1 6
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USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area G EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  -  W E Q  I N P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
D
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
35 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 8.2 Yrs in ^ q  Sum Period Erosion: 8.2 (tons/ac) Rotation:
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 ro ioT1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area G EW-NS WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: D
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site "C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 35
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 8.2 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 8.2 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (id.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 0 8.8 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 22 8.6 1.1 1.00 0.10
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4.000 140 21 9.4 63.8 1.00 5.99
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 90.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 35 21 2.7 9.3 " T o o ” 0.25
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 9(U) 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 35 54 1.8 0.1 1.00 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 54 5.2 0.2 ^ 1.00 0.01
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 87 34 ^  7.0 24.4 1.00 1.71
0 0 0
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0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ S/27/2014 Area G EW-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
N R C S  -  W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW): 
Adjusted Soil "1":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
NS
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
G
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road w / Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
30 Tillage Direct (NS/EW): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
h
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.6 Yrs in ^  q  Sum Period Erosion: 0.6 (tons/ac) Rotation:
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/V/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 6/27/2014 Area G EW-NS WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: G
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site ”C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): NS Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 30
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil ”1": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.6 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.6 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of T Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End <#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) (%) (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 120 0 8.0 1.1 1.00 0.09
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 120 22 7.9 1.1 1.00 0.09
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 120 21 6.7 1.1 1.00 0.07
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4 000 120 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 ’ 9 0 0 “ 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 30 21 2.3 9.3 1.00 0.21
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 900-1 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 30 54 1.4 0.1 1.00 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 75 54 4.5 0.2 1.00 0.01
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 6.4 2.490 75 34 5.6 2.7 1.00 0.15
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 22.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 75 3063 0.0 21.7 1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area G EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T Version 9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "I":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
G
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road
Donnelly Training Area East
30 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 7.4 Yrs in ^ g  Sum Period Erosion: 7.4 (tons/ac) 
Rotation:
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
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1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 040
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Overwinter loss F 0 0% 0 0 ro ioT1 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area G EW-EW WEQ, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: G
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site ”C'' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 30
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 7.4 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 7.4 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of "I" Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (id.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 120 0 8.0 1.1 1.00 0.09
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 120 22 7.9 1.1 1.00 0.09
1/3 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4.000 120 21 8.6 63.8 1.00 5.47
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 30 21 2.3 9.3 1.00 0.21
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 30 54 1.4 0.1 " T o o ” 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 75 54 4.5 0.2 ^ 1.00 0.01
10/2 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 75 34 6.2 24.4 1.00 1.51
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area G EW-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
N R C S  -  W E Q  IN P U T  W O R K S H E E T V e rsio n  9.00 1-1 2-2005
Producer: 
Planner: 
C ro p  Rot: 
Location:
Fort Wainwright Range Control Clim ate Data Station: 
Field Width (Ft.): 
Field Direction (NS/EW ): 
Adjusted Soil "1":
AK, BIG DELTA Tract:
EW
6.0
32
Field:
rigated?
rodibility
G
Steven R. Becker, CEP 
Gravel Road w/ Snow 
Donnelly Training Area East
30 Tillage Direct (NS/EW ): 
EW Length/Width Ratio: 
86 Site "C "  Value:
Ii
Wind E
y or n): 
G roup:
N
4 (1-7)
Average Annual W ind Erosion (t/ac): 0.6 Yrs in ^ q  Sum  Period Erosion: 0 .6  (tons/ac) 
Rotation:
Crop and Operation Management Records/Residue Calculations (green and dry)
Operation
Date
(date)
Crop
(name)
Operation
(name)
TJo
c
° £
o t:Z  i
(#)
M01
bc
ra
u.
(% )
c01
I  
2  1 
.2 "o' 
>- <
(% )
Yield
(units/ac)
01 2  o> a
2  a tx I
(in)
O)
S, s 
2  2. 
CL </)
(in)
cVI o 01 ^ 
BC c 
-  2 VI 01 UJ BC
(fact)
lm . «tfl tsd> ra 
*  S
t!UJ Q
(Ib/ac)
■O
B30
O S
v! o UJ (J
(% )
SGe Dry 
Residue
(Ib/ac)
Green
Dry
Matter
(Ib/ac)
e
901I- £
O e 
* oa  2
V) CD
(Ib/ac)
VIVI
E 2O £  
T J OI C 3 ra o 
BC BC
(in)
1/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Start Rotation - - 0 0 - 150 10 0 0 0 0.30
1/2/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 90 6 22 0 0 0.30
1/3/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Roller, smooth F 0 0% 0 0 0.95 86 6 21 0 0 0.40
1/4/2013 Sncw Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 15 2000 3057 0.40
5/1/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 86 21 0 0 0.40
9/30/2013 Weeds, winter, <6 weeks Harvest 0 0% -50% 250 Ibs/ac 0 0 1.00 250 16 54 0 0 0.40
10/V/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 250 54 0 0 0.40
10/2/2013 Weeds, winter. <6 weeks Over winter loss F 0 0% 0 0 0.60 150 10 34 0 0 0.30
10/15/2013 Snow Cover Grow 0 0% 0 0 1.00 150 26 2000 3037 0.30
12/31/2013 End Rotation 0 0 1.00 150 10 0.30
USDA-NRCS-WEQ 5/27/2014 Area G EW-EW WEQ w- Snow, Page 1
N R C S  - W E Q  C A L C U L A T IO N S Version 9.00 1-12-2005
Producer. Fort Wainwright Range Contrc Planner:(Steven R. Becker, CEP Location: Donnell; Trainini Tract: Field: G
Crop Rotation: Gravel Road wI Snow Climate Data Station: AK, BIG DELTA Site ”C' ' Value: 32
Tillage Direction (NS/EW): EW Length/width ratio: 6 Field Direction (NS/EW): EW Field Width (Ft.): 30
Irrigation (Y or N): N Soil "I": 86 Wind Erodibility Group: 4 (1-7) TWF: 3 (see instr.)
Sum Period Erosion (t/ac): 0.6 No. Yrs in Rotation: 1.0 Av. Annual Wind Erosion: 0.6 (t/ac/yr)
C a lcu la tions  and O u tpu t
Mgt Periods Irr. Soil Ridge Roughness Random Unsheltered Distance SGe Erosion
Dates No. of • r Dev. Ht. Sp. "Krd" "Krr" Dev. Prep. WED "L" "V" "E" EWE "IF" Loss
Begin End (#) (t/ac) (deg) (in.) (in.) (factor) (factor) (deg) (factor) (factor) (ft) (Ibs/ac) (t/ac) w (% ) (t/ac)
1/1 01/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 120 0 8.0 1.1 1.00 0.09
1/2 01/03/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 27.5 4.000 120 22 7.9 1.1 1.00 0.09
1/3 01/04/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 27.5 4.000 120 21 6.7 1.1 1.00 0.07
1/4 05/01/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 27.5 4 000 120 3071 0.0 62.7 1.00 0.00
5/1 09/30/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.99 0.0 12.2 1.010 30 21 2.3 9.3 1.00 0.21
9/30 10/01/13 0 86 0.0 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.0 7.2 1.010 30 54 1.4 0.1 1.00 0.00
10/1 10/02/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.86 67.5 6.4 2.490 75 54 4.5 0.2 1.00 0.01
10/2 10/15/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.94 67.5 6.4 2.490 75 34 5.6 2.7 1.00 0.15
10/15 12/31/13 0 86 67.5 0 0 1.00 0.99 67.5 6.4 2.490 75 3063 0.0 21.7 1.00 0.00
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
